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$180. Red Roo<otcr Re"lty, 247~RG47.
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$3flO w $400/mtl-. Write Michael Hamilwn, 91ti
Akin, Ft. C·omn~. CO, 80521. Send phone number.
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\\l~IJ. MA~NERED KJTII~~s de!.lre permanent
ll~ L'· fn po~it inn'- f-.l\.pett•· lil 1\)ve, i:ri.:kct cha~ing, and
1,·atbux !1\1!~. hee, 144-51-14.
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'IYPIN(i: COMPnENT, REASONABLE.E·xpencm:cd all pha~c~ C'ullcgc and hu~ineso; to im:\udc
>t:t1J~.tkal <md tcdmical. tl5-in~ ctunl pitch, correctnble
71]0

RESl'.MK~·I'R-OH:SSIONAL.
2M --9082.

CONF!Dt:NTIAI..
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l'ERl+'OHIVUNG ARTS STl 1DIO, 2219 Lead Sf.
IJu<:.t ca-;t uf Yale Ave.]. 25fi.·Hl61 or 265·3067, t.aura
llrnwn-Eh.lcr, f)irc~:wr. Ci-U\~kal llallel, Jau, Tap,
I.\crd".oe Cl;mc'.. Childrcn 1 teen~ ad~Jit~.
X-'25
ArM'S nonv WltAP and Eledru!y~h Clini~
upcniug-, fn:e ..:11n~ult.at ium, lose cellulite inche~. firm
lnrhC '>kin. tone the body-also permanent ltair
rcmtl\'.ll. Shape eyebrow~ o.r un1~amcd ltair anywhere
~df the body. Ear plctcing, $fi..·OQ, include<> earring~.
Vi<.a, Ma~tcr Charge. 81U-R686, 3916 Carli'ile NI~
bL'twccn ( ·,,manchettm.l Montgmncry.
7/,lO
[·~XJ•fo:Rli-;SClo)) TYPIST... f.!\(;LJSU Jl.f..\, cditot,
puhh~htt.l writer. fditing available. 266·95.10.
7c"J0
<il!ITAH U·:S!-IO~S: AU. stylt.>:<;. Mrirc 1 ~ Guitar
StudJ,). 26!\-HtS.
tfn
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QA f't'PING ~EtlVICl•:: A t.:omPiete typing ami
t'ihh•nal 'i\·'-.tem. Te;:lmic-oll, general. legal, medko.~J,
:::_1~~~-~~~..:~~~ru'l!' <11\d table ... l45-1!25.
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2words

-

DOWN
1 Agreements
2 Yellow shade
3 Step
4 Dutch city
5 Mineral
6 Shoe strip
7 Illinois city
8 Birds
9 Ages
10 Ralph W.1.1 Tree part
12 Greek flask
13 L;:tck
18 Monkey
22 Spigot
24 Hart
27 Saurel
29 Pretense

32 Shames
37 Nose
38 Quarrel

BARGAIN, 1978 llMW ~~Oi., ~iJ~;cr, ~unrot}r, a-'c,
m1~:helln~. )'lcrfc.:-t intctitn. 57,000 nn. $8 •.mo. Reed.
271-3312, 21'i6-115fl.
7/23
li)IJ MCSTANG MAC J, automatic, 3!'1 Cle.,eland
~tert-o. ~H!OO·. 8ti.".t)7JI.

....

71 Embeds

28 Folks

;md brakc'i, air

-

69 Over
70 Eucalyptus

per
17 Defy
19 Arizona city
20 Clan
21 Bothered
23 tmmunlzers
25 Approaches
26 Grooves

5. For Sale
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(l'j J.t)-

62 Slow: Mus.
63 Occasion
64 Filth wheel:
2 words
66 Crisp
67 Church part
68 Woman personified

15 Death rattle
16- - a
minute: 60

8,tl7

39 Storms
41 Bath, e.g.

~-ondltioning,

42 Walking-:Happy

ir:\0

Bt..\C'K ~Af;AH'\'Df: RECI.l~ER $40. Bro\~n
JllJth1rm n;Jd;,cr.$20. 26fi-:105l.
7/16
DARKROOM }:QUI'ME~T. 1J()(;J.;I\i' cnl;uger

45 Crooked
48 Criticized
50 Parent
51 Golf club
54 Badgered
58 Practice

tu:ncr~. tiutk

tr .~~~. et1,, $200. 29ti-6260.
7 _. JO
1,0\'1·: H>R SI\J.f;; K;c-;ht,mf J'lliJWiC\ want !o !me
}a\!!. huty rurd'tcd•, \\-ill )!TOV. Uf' 111 he ~turdy fi.IJlJiJY
ll<~g"- thJt lt'L'k hJ.c ••maJllHhkfc~. Maks '$'?.'>, fenw.Jc.-.
?c~f" _144,~'! {4,

and- lv.-tt bt'drt~JH11
tlpattn1Uil!"- Hn>t1la~C'>, coH•rrd parkmg, -.,'ili'M T\',
mJl'lir ,1Jltl t•utdn,,r lw-lteJ PI.Jllh-, men"•• <tmJ
~~.,men'' •-.;tun.!•;, i.s~·uui •.pultin_g green, l<ttmdr:,..
t,to:11itt~".
l'rke-J tr,Jm $12S 'month
F~t·clkm
1nl..ltitllJ.IIHI-R711.
RT,.
Ff~!\1A(,f., .!<IERIOt'S ~TI DK'\iT, n•m.. t;mt)ker,
toecd~ rnnmmme. >'>-lth hnW·C m apt.~nmenr for fall.
•.prmg '•C'lll~·-tero.;. Plca<.c call· fud~·, ~t11lcc1. 9RR-.l.M.l.

ACROSS
1 Pillar
5 State: Abbr.
9 Casaba
14 Play part:

Al,AR fMF.."'/T FOR RENT·~paciuu~, auractiYe,
~l·cure. J blth:k~ from campus. $185. 116;2. MaplcSE,
24:l< J(,6';'
7 i2J
ROOMMATI•:S, THRM~ BU)<'KH L'NM. Large
IHm~e or ~lmllo, rem negotiable. 242-n98.
8/25

power

•

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

~lXPU:X, SIX TWO bedroom townhouse apurt~
men!'> with fJrep-Jace~. in lJNV uren. Warehouse
underneath, ownet maintained. Parents-buy tlli~ and
~tmd ~om children to coll!lge free, 241·Bn4, '84,7;-

~nginc-,

f- E :£!
<:( :> ~ ·I'?
_,(.)oM

,1 •folk
--- ,1
11 • Cl.,.,.,.,,

ANYTHING EXCITING H1\PPENlNG? AdverUsc

7:23

oq2$.

I

ot.rJ.fOWif

HOT n:IU? JtEl.U-:1,. with our 100 rerc~m ~o·otwn
mcn\Jr.e~~<;od;~. N()<>M<l.t. 44.J'-0338.
6il7
iiA VE SOMlO:TIUNG J)lfl-'ERENT to say'l-.Sa)' h in
a bt'IICr way. -c-Ia~~ ad~ tell it an.
7/30

A nr.OCK T-O UNM, one bedroom with swimming
pou!, l!hhwf!.~her, disposal, refrigerated air and 1-:able
t .... Nu l.;'hildren or pets, S.l~O unclude~ utilities. 209
Columbia SE. C~ll2."iS·268S.
7130
ROOMMA 1'F. TO SHARE hug~ very nice house on
Va~'iflr NC with Hyr. old professional wom;m. 5yr.
~un there pan-time. $J7Simo. plu5 Utilities, Linda,
262-0775.
7/23
ROOMMATE WANTED·MALE grad -Jitudent
preferred. Large, quiet, !'our bedroom home·
approximately $210/mo. Call Craig, 884-6049,
~vcning_'i,

~

lndiorl lewelry

~·ampm.

t·u~wm blm:k·and-whitc PHJ..:e>~ing, priming. Pu<,h·
[lfllf.'l"i~iu8; nl' film. Coruw.:t ~heet.~ and high quality
enlargeme-nt~. mounting, \poUing. t-ree critique lf
a~kt·U. Call 265·Ll23 m ~·ome to 1717 Girard Blvd.
Nr~.

(';\){1-:J-"REl~ 1.1\T~Gt

turni',ht•d
utilttie~ pilid.

UI'JJJUlOM

iUJ·:i·nAn.E-r:.st:PERl~ lot;ttJun ncar U~M-;;d
dnwntrJWU. Hu~ q•rYI~c J:\1\:I'Y .\0 minUU!'~. I hedrw,)m

:'~·,~

( -~t·i~t.:~L-i-f:itii>:tt·.-,c1.-:;~j-~;~~~~7m.;11-.~i

!11ilHil~'-cr,

;tpmtm!;'nt, rwar liN,\1,

299Rl6
I'YPiNG 1 75 CE~TS>pg.,l.9fi-41)\lt!,
7/30
ACClirtA'fE, i·:XP(•:RIEN<:Im 'fYJlJS'f, C~lllege
"''1rk, r~\llnlC'i., trt\ll'icribing. 294·01"7.
7/JO
AC(.'liRATE I·:X.JJ·:nmNCt-:1) TYl1lST. College or
lcgul papen. C'a,U ·rhere~a. 883-71 J2 or 883-1787.
7/JO
PHOTOGRAPI!Y
SH'UENTS, HODDYISTS1

r.zn1

idt•JJl

A'l fHA<'lJ\-'h

n:sume~.

~electric. HKl·K210~

'lil ~iJ.:ru~ uuh.

62%,ur!~'JX-7.;;n

~~ml.

··am1Hl!lal'!cd

apartJw..'tJ~.

>lll tlllh!.i'~·. pw~i- -'\u "•n!lJrJuw:d '>WJUmll!l~ pnt'~l.
lam;Jn' l;l .. Jlilil"•· I·m mm-t." int~~rmatillll ,·rouJ.,h't

f J(l

30 Prunes
31 Coup d'-

47 Nullifies
49 The; Ger.

32 Globule
33 Scottish
Island
34 " - Lake"'
35 High priest
36 Tax
40 Shank
43 Sweet smoke
44 Akin

52 Theme
53 Greek letter
55 SoU
56 Plume
57 Performers
58 Network
59 Uniform
60 Drove
61 Endure
65 Female ruff

46 Vestment

A classic 30-to-40-minute tuition payment line .formed in front of the Cashier's office in Scholes Hall Monday, the last day to pay before disenrollment.

(photo b)' Bill V\{echter)
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leaw me~··<tt-~c.
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~-m.on~ TO t:"''M-o~lnf.! ht:dwom. milutf!<, NiJ')t><fl, no duldren m l'~1"· Zfll ami 2M Columllia l,jl~.
l·au1~;5-2Mi""1:JO
f-AMPl'S (;O;fPACf A.PARi'MI·:rnS. 2i~ Yale

SF at I ~d. Studio apartmenP•ncar :o:.torc:o;and l'NM.
l)JStf'nmnth, free utllitil'.,. $130 dcptl)itc:-. No
~·lnh!rl.'n, r~~\, ur f0l1ffim~te~. Sec rlmnagcr at
~mcm tv.o tlr l!.aJIS!n-5940 or 143-3.543.
R/17
t'U:A~. MATC.:RJ:;. JIOl'SE:\!AtE needed. Prit.ate
bil!hHI\lm, <lir-~.:ondinoning, fircpJac-e, Vtfisllcr, pct'l.
~,,!'-of wnm. Sl2.5imtl. Ca11817-4387.
7!23
JDR 1-IOt'SI-: Ott room'> for rcnr. $30,.'wcek fnt room
\\ith kndtc.n p;i .. llcge... nr tmosc fer S260- a rtmmh.
RtJS-9~92. Ri~1 kam:ho.
7:30
FEMA!.F. HOl'Sf,MATt: NW VAI.I£\' home,
m:t•.a·r B){ ;w<tilaN~. Qu~te area, lots (I{ rt•om.
Bi11-tho, 345-94.':1.
1:t3
Hoe~EMATE WANti-;0: 'EXCI::LLE-\1' locatitlfl
ne.u UNM, wa-;bcr, dryl'r, tJ!i.OO plu~. 2.56·7121.
898-8130.
71JO

SOI,AR ADOB.t HOM F. for~ale. dose to Umver~ity.
Separ,ate front rcnrat 11ousc

pay~ onc~half

rhe m('tr·

tgagc pa~rncm '~Bt!.'at itiVC~tmei'U. W. M::thoncy,

Vaughan <'o. 82:1-4431. 25-.5·::1~2.2.
7 t23
Hot:S£1\tA'fE WASTf:D F'OR furnhhed two
bedroom bouse-. ncarUNM, 842·9879.
7/2.1
~~ORMOtJS, QUIET TWO bedroom furni~hcd
to••n .hon~e npanment. 1100 ~quare feet. storage,
S3-SO. Utilities paid, n_o pets, children. 84Ul92S. tfn

6. Employment

I

'liCAT n·ToR WA,UJl, rcfcreme', needed, pan·
!!UH:, t'\l.'CJ!t•nt Piih 2Ji.~-~~.24.
tf.n
WOHK~STt'JJ'\:' S'll!Uh:,lS! On ~·amptl-'i em·
~'1<11imem

... lth "'ie\\ MtJ<\I!,'n 1_ 'llitm Fnod ~~f\'i~e.

I

w('

.trc llt'!\'< ,\~';;l!rtin~ uppltt:ution~ Ji.lr thr: fa!! ~emc~ter.
We- nifcr lll;!'!l;ihlc ',;;Jlt':duling and. free meal bencrit..,.
D!w~· ~,,1m

otntl appl~ in ~he- Ft,nd
t.'nitm. Ao;it for }eanf?ttc or
8-'25
JI:.:WJSU RELJGIOl'S SCHOOL i-. Jookmg fm
teacher'> who .:an tca,;b Hcb:rew, prayer and Jcwi~h
Heritage. <·an J. <1ol<lman. 821·8270.
g;p
WORK·Sl'l'Oi' PO.SITIOS open at the Daily Lobo.
Call 271.$656 .11:' come m ~'larron Hall. rotlm 13lto
fall dav.

'>~hcllt1le

C,~r ~~~.-c ,,lfkc in I he 'S~1
Ht"ll~~ Ra.m. 4p.m

,\
I

:l
!I;
,:

u' .
Jre (1 10 9 a.m ; 9tn 10:30 a.m.: W:30 to l:30 p.m.
We ~1ffcr OtH:ampu-; employment and free meal
henern~. 1f y(lU arc lnterc~ted, apply at the N'ew
'-fe~lJ.'() tJnion l;mld Scrvi(e offic;e and .bring j>·our fall
da~'> .,~:lJcUuTe. A<tk for Jeanette or BettY. 8·4p.m.
8 . "t<
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.Regents Approve Athletic Depart111ent Budget
The UNM Regents decided Tuesday to
reaffirm the 1981-82 UNM athletic budget
despite Regent Calvin Horn's contention
the athletic department knowingly used
unrealistic revenue figures in Its budget.
Horn said he had been told by Lobo Club
President George McCarty that the
projection for unrestricted gifts, which are
raised by the Lobo Club, was $90,000 less
than the Lobo Club could raise.

..

PAUT TIMEJOQ artcmoon'i -and.cvenin'g.s-. Mu..r be
,lble 10 work Frid~y -and Saturday nights. Mu~t be 21

year'!- old. AppJy in person, no phone calls-, plca~e.
Sar.~e'"-tlY Lfquor Stores at 5704 Lotm;t5 NF., 5516
Mena-ul NE.
tfll

He said McCarty's statement stirred his
doubts about the 1981-82 revenue figures
and caused him to ask the Regents to reevaluate the 1981-82 athletic budget.

7. Travel
-GOJ!'t(; SOMEWHERE? SA VI-; a lfttk money-takesomeone afong. Advcni~e your ride in the Daily
Lotto.
i/16

0

McCarty spoke at the meeting and
confirmed what he told Horn but said that
at the time he spoke with Horn be did not
know how much revenue the athletic
department projected from the Lobo Club.
He said he was confident the Lobo Club
could raise $381,000 in 1981-82, $83,000

more than the athletic department has
projected.
The athletic department's 1981-82 budget
projects a revenue increase of about
$513,000; from about $3.63 million in
!980-81 to $4.14 million.
Revenue increases are projected from the
State Legislatu.re, to $785,000 from
$714,000 in 1980·81; from sales of football
tickets, to $500,000 from $347,104; from
designated gifts, to $193,000 from
$104,000; and from unrestricted gifts, to
$298,000 from $208,483.
Regents President Henry Jaramillo Jr.
criticized Hom, saying Horn "mishandled" the whole affair. He said it was an
"injustice to the school" for Horn to
"create a public scandal" and take action
without informing the other regents.
Horn said be- had sent letters about his
concern to the other regents and to UNM
President William E. "Bud" Davis but

received no response from anyone "so I
moved alwad."
The controversy over the athletic budget
was fueled by the department overspending
the 1980-81 budget by $93,539. This left the
department unable to help pay $300,000 on
a 1974 bond issue used to build the
University Arena mezzanine and University
Stadium's press box and VIP seating area.
Jess Price, director of UNM's Public
Information Office, said after the meeting
that the yearly $300,000 payment has never
been fully paid by the athletic department.
Price said the athletic department has no
commitment to pay the full $300,000 each
year but it must pay as .much as it can from
any surplus it may have.
The department bas admitted it will need
help to pay the $300,000 next year,
projecting a surplus of only $55,887.
James A. Wiegmann, UNM's director of
budget,. business and finance, said the

athletic department's bonds, along with
others, were re-issued in 1978. The reissuing lowered UNM'o yearly payment on
the bonds to $2.1 million from $4.5 million.
"We would like the athletic department
to pay $300,000 a year," Wiegmann said,
although it is not required to.
fhe $2.1 million is paid through a variety
of sources such as interest subsidy grants
from the federal government, student fees
and lease payments from UNM-owncd
land, Wiegmann said.
Horn said the VIP seating and the
mezzanine would pay for themselves if so
many of their seats were not given away to
people who donate such things as
"automobiles" for the athletic department's use.
Regent Phillip Martinez said the press
box/VIP seating area should not have been
built without UNM first developing a
successful football program.
continued Or/page 6
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Classified Advertising Rates: 16¢ per word per day or 10¢ per word per day
for five or more consecutive insertions. Terms are cash in advance.

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo~ times
under the heading (circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale;
6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous; 9. Las.Noticias.

This form may be mailed to:
Daily Lobo Classifi.ed Advertising,
UNM Box 20, Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Or brought to our offices in Marron Hall
(between biology andjournalism). We are
open from 8:00a.m. 'till5:00 p.m. Mon.·F'ri.

Community College Created
The University of New Mexico
Board of Regents Tuesday approved the creation of a general
college which will teach basic
academic skills and offer two year
associate degrees in electronics,
computer programming and
business.
The general college would be
operated with the help of the
Technical·Vocational
Institute,
which would offer the vocational
training needed to earn a degree
while UNM offered the educational
programs required.
The college would need $1.78
million from the State Legislature
to open in the fall of 1982.

L--

Enclosed $

Placed by

Telephone __

UNM Provost McAllister Hull
said UNM has the facilities to start
the college on campus but would

need a new, permanent facilities of U.S. History), as well as having a
"C" average.
within five Years.
the grade point average of UNM
The general college proposal,
written by Hull's assistant Vera freshmen at the end of their second
Norwood, proposes raising UNM's semester has dropped from 2.63 in
admission standards because 1969 to 2.13 in 1980.
unprepared students would learn
Average ACT composite scores
basic academic skills. from the of UNM freshmen have also
general college instead of from dropped from an average of 21.1 in
UNM's basic skills program.
1969 to a low of 18.1 in 1975 before
rising
to 18.9 in 1980.
The proposal said the "preferred
method of entry" for UNM freshHull said the general college plan
men is requiring them to have had the approval of the
"completed a rigorous academic Albuquerque Chamber of Comcurriculum in high school."
merce and T-VI President Louis
Saavedra.
That curriculum, as written by
Norwood wrote that plan apfaculty members and approved in
January by the Faculty Senate, proval is expected from such groups
would include four units of as the T-V! Board, the State
English, two of a language "other Vocational Education Division and
than
English,"
three
of the School Boards Association
mathematics (including Algebra I before being presented to the Board
and It), two of natural science and of Educational Finance later this
two of 'ocial science (includin!l one summer.

Maternity Move Delayed
By High Remodeling Cost
Eric Maddy
A move by the New Mexico
Maternity and Infant Care
Project into a building that
houses the nuclear waste
produced on the UNM campus
will probably not occur because
of high remodeling costs, the
planning officer for the UNM
Medical Center said Wednesday.
Max Bennett, the planning
officer, said he was informed by
the university architect's office
that it would cost $250,000 to
adopt heating and cooling
systems for the 2600 to 4000
square feet available in Medical
Building 3. The building is also

used to store "extremely low
levels" of nuclear waste.
The Project's main objective
is to determine the more
vulnerable patients, early In
pregnancy and provide care for
them. These are patients who
will not receive proper health
care for income reasons or other
reasons beyond their control.
The Department of Health
and Social Services has contracted with the UNM School of
Medicine to administer the
Project.
The medical building space
was originally to be used by 40
workers at the New Mexico
continued on page 6
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World News
Reagan Repeats Budget Victory;
Three-Year Tax Slash Approved
WASHINGTON ~- President
Reagan, repeating his budget
victory, rolled over the Democratic
majority in the House Wednesday
to win approval of his three-year,
25 percent across-the-board tax cut.
The House voted 238-195, with
4tl Democrats defecting to the GOP
side, to substitute Reagan's tax plan
for a Democratic-backed tax cut
bill approved by its Ways and
Means Committee. Rep. James
Jeffords of Vermont was the only
Republican to go against the
president.
The House later rejected the
Democratic bill323-107.
The
Republican-dominated
Senate, meanwhile, completed
action on its version of the Reagan
tax cut plan but held off on a final
vote until Thursday.
Since the Constitution requires
all revenue bills to originate in the
House, the Senate leadership hoped
to preclude any complications by
waiting for the House to complete
action before casting its final vote.
The only Senate vote taken, 8911, was a procedural motion
allowing a quick conference to
work out the differences in the tax
bills as passed by the Senate and the
House.
Promptly after the vote, a
jubilant Reagan told reporters the
action "removed one of the most

important remaining challenges to
our agenda for pro.~ peri ty."
The president said he believes
history will show the first slx
months of his administration to
"mark the beginning of a new
renaissance in America."
Reagan insisted he did not do any
"arm twisting" to win over the 48
Democrats who voted for his plan
hut merely explained to them why
he thought "our plan was better."
Intensive personal lobbying on
the part of the president, aided by a
flood of phone calls and telegrams
from constituents, was too much
for the Democrats, who argued
their bill would do more for
Americans with incomes below
$50,000.
It was the same strategy Reagan
used to overwhelm the Democratic
majority in the House during the
spring and force passage of his
budget cuts.
House Speaker Thomas O'Neill,
D-Mass., ln a floor speech before
the crucial tax vote, warned that
Reagan's tax bill would jeopardize
the nation's economic future and
require further funding cuts of
social programs to pay for it.
Under the president's plan, tax
rates would be "indexed" to inflation beginning in 1985 so that
people would not be continually
pushed into higher income brackets

Throne Awaits 1---'ineage

just because their incornes kept

pace with inflation,
The Democratic bill called for a
21 -month, 15 percent tax cut
targeted
at
middle-income
Americans, which would have been
extended a third year if the
economy improved in line with
administration projections.

The House rejected 288-144 a
substitute tax bill offered by
Democratic liberals led by Rep.
Morris Udall, D-Ariz. The bill was
aimed at balancing the budget by
offering smaller tax cuts.
Speaking to· reporters before the
House vote, O'Neill said he was not
worried about losing a large
number of ''boll weevils," a group
of
conservative
Southern
Democrats who voted with the
Republicans on the budget cuts.
But he said he was concerned
with the pressure local business
communities were putting on
moderates and liberals to vote for
the president's bill.
All sides agreed the tax bl!t,
costing nearly $700 billion over five
years in the Senate version and even
more in the House, is the largest tax
cut ever proposed for American
businesses and individuals.

Controllers Uniort Rejects Contract
WASHINGTON- The 15,000- and is hopeful they will work out
member air traffic controllers their differences as quickly as
union Wednesday overwhelmingly possible," she said.
That sentiment was echoed by
rejected a tentative contract with
union
officials.
the government, setting the stage
for a resumption of talks - and a
"Not only are we wllling to come
renewed threat of a strike.
back .to the table but we're wiliing
With all 14,161 ballots counted, to come back to the table and
1.3,495 - 95.3 percent - voted to compromise," an air controller&
reject the pact, while 616 - about spokeswQman, Marcia Feldman,
4.7 percent - voted to accept it, said. "But we have to meet with
according to union officials. people willing to discuss this vote.
Another 50 ballots were listed as Ninety-five percent is an enormous
"miscellaneous."
margin. I don't know of any labor
Robert Poll, president of the contract rejected by such a
Professional Air Traffic Con· margin."
trollers Organization, called
Asked about the resumption of
Transportation Secretary Drew negotiations, she said, "I certainly
Lewis to advise him of the vote don't think a decision has been
shortly before noon.
rnade yet, but we certainly hope to
Lewis is "disappointed and work out the situation where we
regrets the decision on what he will be able to sit down."
believed was a fair and equitable
Meanwhile, it was announced 55
contract offer," a spokeswoman senators have signed a letter
for the secretary, said.
warning they will oppose pay in"The secretary suggested to Poli creases for controllers if they strike.
that the two bargaining teams get Congress would have to approve
back together to resume the talks portions of any contract reached

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN
1830 Lomas

between the union and the
government because controllers are
Civil Service employees,

LONDON - Although the
new Princess of Wales became
the third ranking lady in Britain
Wednesday with her marriage to
Prince Charles, she can never
ascend to the throne.
The line of succession to the
British throne at present passes
from Queen Elizabeth to Prince
Charles and then if necessary to
his brothers Prince Andrew and
Prince Edward and thereafter
his sister, Princess Anne.
After that come Princess
Anne's children, Peter and Zara

and then the queen's sister.
If Charles and Diana have a
son or a daughter, the succession
will pass from Charles to him or
her. If they have both, the firstborn male child will have
precedence.
In terms of rank, however, the
Princess of Wales has become
No.3.
Protocol requires that she
curtsy only to Queen Elizabeth
and the queen mother. Everyone
else in the kingdom must curtsy
to her.

•

1n

A Fairy Tale Comes True
LONDON Prince Charles
brought one of the most romantic
royal love stories to a happy ending
Wednesday by rnarrying amid great
pageantry and nationwide rejoicing
a beautiful young woman who
wanted to be a kindergarten teacher
and is now Princess of Wales.
The 32-year-old heir to the
throne and Lady Diana Spencer,
20, pledged their vows before a
congregation of 2500 crowned
heads and world statesmen in St.
Paul's Cathedral as nearly 1 million
people jammed the streets.
Later, clasping hands, the royal
couple kissed on the balcony of
Buckingham Palace to the cheers of
rnore than half a million wellwishers.
The new princess, only a few
days out of her teens and a few
months from her job in a kindergarten, could not stop smiling.
As though in a fairy tale, the
radiance of her smile infected the

land, making Britons forget- for
one storybook mornent at least their riots, their unemployment, the
tragedy of Northern Ireland where
two IRA hunger strikers slipped
closer to death.
Presiding over the marriage,
Archbishop of Canterbury Robert
Runcie imparted words to the spirit
of joy symbolized by the prince,
resplendent in his naval commander's uniform and the bride,
gowned in volurninous ivoryshaded silk, a 25-foot train
cascading from her shoulders.
"Here is the stuff of which fairy
tales are made - the prince and
princess on their wedding day," he
said.
The Primate of the Church of
England went on to remind the
couple that "the real adventure is
the royal task of creating each other
and creating a more loving world ..
• specially true of this rnarriage in
which so many hopes are placed."

Investigation Clears Casey Allegations
WASHINGTON - The Senate
Intelligence Committee decided
unanimously Wednesday its investigation found no reason to
conclude CIA Director William
Casey is unfit to continue serving in
his sensitive post.
The panel of eight Republicans
and seven Democrats announced its
decision after hearing five hours of
testimony from Casey behind
closed doors and meeting briefly in
executive session.
Chairman Barry Goldwater, R·
Ariz., who six days earlier had
called for the director's resignation,
emerged from the hearing room
with Vice Chairman Daniel
Moynihan, D-N.Y., to read a
statement saying:
"ln the past several days many

I

SB S

allegations have been made about not surprised because we knew
Mr. Casey. Based upon the staff those first wild charges and ac. _
review to date ani! Mr. Casey's cusations had no substantiation
lengthy testirnony today, it is the behind them and we're very
unanimous judgment of the pleased," he said. Casey was
committee that no basis has been Reagan's 1980 campaign manager.
found for concluding that Mr.
Casey was under fire for his
Casey is unfit to serve as director of choice of inexperienced Max Hugel
Central Intelligence."
as chief of covert operations for the
"We will chase down some of the CIA and for a recent ruling by a
loose ends that we didn't feel were federal judge that he and associates
adequately covered by this day's knowlingly misled investors in an
session and we would hope that agriculture business in 1968.
within a reasonable time - two
weeks, three weeks - to get any
answers that might be forthcorning," Gold water said.
The committee decision brought
a pleased reaction from President
Reagan, who supported Casey
throughout the controversy. "I'm
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Shop early and save 25o/o on the
largest selection of used textbooks
in town.

.,

I just saved
30bucks
by shopping for
Used Books at SBS!

l
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\
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II
English 101
Math 120
Spanish 101
Sociology 101
Biology 110

Used

New

$24.75
$12.75
$23.15
$19.50
$18.00

$32.00
$16.95
$30.79
$25.90
$23.95

$98.15

$129.59

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Bevt: ·;tge
$189 with coupon
-- 1
0 pen
R
s2 .,
a
eg:_
.
1i:OODaily
Use ourconvement dnve up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
Other Locations
4700 Menaul NE
E .
10015Central NE
5231 Central NW
xptres 8-5-81 11200 Montgomery NE

Free French Fries
with this coupon and the purchase
of a hamburger ($1.20 or more)
expires 8·5·81

"More than a Bookstore"
Come in and see our vast selection of:
school supplies, stationery, calculators, art supplies/
greeting cards, engineering supplies, sportswear,
.technical and reference works, study aids and textbooks
for all classes including Nursing, Medical Sciences and Law.
2122 Central SE

M-F 9-5:30 Sat 10-4 243-1777

Open Saturdays 10 am to 4 pm
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Junior College Basic Answer
To That ''DaiTined'' Decision
A year and a half ago, UNM was trying tc, decide if
perhaps entrance standards were a bit too low. After
all, 60 percent of the entering freshman class was
enrolled in basic skills courses and, in some of t~10se
courses, less than half passed. (To be admitted to the
mathematics basic skills course, students had to have
an ACT score of seven or below. Seven is in the
guessing range.) At the end of the first year of the
basic skills progrllm, the $64,000 question- for those
who could count that high ·- was whether or not
UNM was responsible for making up for the
inadequacies of some students' high school
education.
Many of the professors teaching the courses said
no. Some complained that to use the Instructors and
teachers' assistants on these marginal students was a
waste of resources. One basic skills instructor
suggested that UNM President "Bud" Davis might be
using the low entrance requirements to keep
enrollment up. With college enrollment dropping all
over the United States, it only made sense.
Davis stated a different reason. He said the basic
skills program provided multiple entry levels for incoming students. Whether Intentionally or not, Davis
pointed out that these students needed to be provided
for. They deserved the right to pursue a ~igher
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KEEP THAT
VACATION FEELING!
when you buy a quality
home or car audio system.
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THE BEOSYSTEM 1600 BY BANG
& OLUFSEN. AS WITH ALL B&O
COMPONENTS THE .BEOSYSTEM
1600 CENTER DELIVERS
FAULTLESS MUSIC AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE! COME IN
AND SEE IT TODAY.
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TOTE·ABLE, TUNE·ABLE,
TERRIFIC!
THE TOSHIBA KT-S2 STEREO
CASSETTE PLAYER WITH FM
STEREO TUNER PACK. FEATHER
LIGHT, METAL CAPABILITIES.
SUPER SOUND. TAKE IT
ANYWHERE!

Bang&Oiufsen

by Garry Trudeau

P.()BfNi'

GET THAT NEW CAR FEELING
WITH THE JENSEN R-200 AM/FM
CASSETIE TEAMED UP WITH
THE ALL NEW 61/z JENSEN DUAL
CONE SPEAKERS.

Now Only s22995

Popular Entertainment Committee
R.J. Laino, Chairman
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The Professor Says:

for their tremendous efforts in helping us re-open the
football stadium tor musical events. It is this spirit of
community cooperation that makes attending UNM a
more pleasurable experience, Thanks, again, for
making the students a higher priority than we have
been in the past.

DOONESBURY

'ffJ ht7A'flM&QN
Wtnt II Rlllt'C!!.

'
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PEC Thanks Athletic Office
Usually only the negative aspects of university life
draw attention and press coverage, while the positives
seem to slip by unnoticed. Well, I would like to take
this opportunity to thank the Athletic Dept. of UNM,
particularly Athletic Director John Bridgers, Coach
Joe Morrison and Bob Dobef on behalf of all the
students and the Popular Entertainment Committee

IN II
IVINNf!JI/GO.

IN 7H/3 R/015?

DOONESBURY

Editor:
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education. To argue it was the high schools' fault the high schools had failed to adequately prepare
thern for college - no longer made any sense, The
error had already been made, a population of poorlyeducated high school graduates already existed. It
was now the responsibility of the state to provide
them with a way of continuing their studies.
1n most states, the students would turn to a junior
college to catch up but New Mexico doesn't offer that
same alternative - or didn't, until just recently.
Recognizing the need for the university to teach
higher level courses as well as the needs of those
students who were not provided with an adequate
education, the administration has proposed (and the
regents have approved) .a plan for a general college
that would tea.ch basic academic skills and offer twoyear associate degrees.
The plan frees the university from its obligation to
those students who formerly would have had to take
basic skills courses. It allows the university to assign
instructors to the type of courses they were hired to
instruct.
The <'dministration, through the efforts of
McAllister Hull's provost office, have followed the
best course through what looked like a "damned if
you do, damned if you don't" situation.

Letcer

--.~=-~·--------------------·----------,-------------------------~----·~-=-----------

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Editorial
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"THE COCKPIT" BY PANASONIC
DRIVE INTO THE FUTURE WITH
THIS CAR AUDIO SYSTEM. THE
COCKPIT OFFERS GREAT
SOUND PACKED WITH
FEATURES. TEAMED UP WITH
JENSEN TRI·AX SPEAKERS YOU
WILL ALWAYS BE IN TUNE.
COME IN AND SEE WHAT THE
FUTURE HOLDS FOR YOU.
THREE MODELS TO CHOOSE
FROM.

GMII·90's ~~;.J.
Reg. sass

Now Only

PIONEER PL·300
UNIVERSITY AUDIO DOES IT
AGAIN WITH PIONEER'S SEMIAUTO DIRECT DRIVE QUARTZ
TURNTABLE. DON'T JEOPARDIZE
YOUR VALUED RECORD COL.:LECTION
WITH INFERIOR TURNTABLES.
MOVE UP TO PIONEERITODAY!
"Similar tO .Illustration.

ri;

S399

Starting At sggoo

UNIVERSITY AUDIO'S BEST
SELLING SYSTEM
ALWAYS PROVES TO BE A WINNER! AM/FM CASSETIE IN·
STALLED WITH JENSEN DUAL
CONE SPEAKERS WILt. GIVE
YOU LASTING PLEASURE!

AMPEX RECORDING TAPE.
90% OF ALL RECORDS YOU
RECORD FROM ARE MASTERED
ON AMPEX. GET THE HIGHS
AND LOWS YOU HAVE BEEN
MISSING. LIFETIME
GUARANTEE!

GENESIS PHYSICS
LOUDSPEAKERS
UNIVERSilY AUDIO IS PROUD TO
OFFER GENESIS
LOUDSPEAKERS TO YOU FOA
ONE SIMPLE R!:ASON, THEY
ARE FANTASTIC! COME IN TO.
DAY AND HEAR WHY GENESIS
IS A PROVEN WINNER! LIFETIME
WARRANlY.

TOLL FREE WATS LINE!
1·800-432-6648
MaU Orders Accepted!

...
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Local Drowning Investigated

Give a Kid a Break
Donate Plasma

Glenn Hobbs
Conditions at the Los Altos pool
may have contributed to the
drowning death of an 8-year-old
girl, source.> close to the pool said
Tuesday.
Veronica Rodriquez died Friday
after being rescued from the city
pool on July 19.

for the prodllLfion of
dnti·hemophilia fnrtor VIII.
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A reflection on the water above
Rodriquez's body may have
prevented the lifeguard on duty
from s~eing the accident. At the
time of the accident, the reflection
covered about half the pool,
sources said.
According to police, at about the
Sources
said
the
pool time of the change-over between the
management knew of the reflection lifeguards, Veronica was involved
in some "severe dtlnking" play
problem.
Police reports state it was a with the other girls in water over
swimmer who noticed Rodriquez, her head. A pool employee said
not the lifeguard on duty at the time "dunking" has been allowed by
pool management in the past.
of the incident.

Yale Blood Plasma
122 Yale SE
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THE POPUl.AR ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE
IS PROUD TO PRESENT
THE fiRST

j~- -

Rock Show
,z SummerFEATURING
~

Davis read a statement to the
regents in which he said the athletic
department's budget troubles were
the result of the university having to
support I 1 women's sports to
comply with Title IX while "having
the same revenue b:;sJ:" as before
women's sports were developed.
As the women's athletic
department has expanded, the
budget surpluses used to pay for
bonds has decreased, Davis said.
Davis said UNM needed
$400,000 to completely comply with
Title IX and had asked the Board of
Educational Finance earlier this.
year for $200,000 in each of the
next two years for women's
athletics. BEF agreed to gj ve
women's athletics $100,000 but that
request was killed by the legislature,
Davis said.
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Budget problems are enhanced
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because UNM must pay for athletic
facilities and expansion while the
state paid for New Mexico State
University's entire stadium, Davis
said.
The regents then decided by voice
vote to re-affirm the 1981·82
athletic budget as it stood with
Horn dissenting. Regent Colleen
Maloof was absent from the
meeting.
After the vote, Jaramillo said he
wanted to remind everyone that a
budget "is only an estimate .. , a
guideline that we hope to adhere to.
Don't expect it (a budget) to be
right down to the penny cause it's
not going to happen. I, for one, will
not tolerate any sweeping under the
rug.''
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continued tram page 1

Medical Foundation about six
months ago but similar remodeling
costs cancelled that also.
The infant care project has been
attempting to relocate from their
Onate Hall location because the
UNM Space Allocations Committee has said they plan to convert
Onate back to a dormitory area,
Project Director Richard Murray,
said.
Committee Chairman Carroll
Lee ~aid no formal action has been
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The regents also approved a
seven-tenth of an acre site northeast
of UNM Hospital's Child
Psychiatric Center as a possible site
for the Ronald McDonald House,
at which parents of child patients
may stay for a reduced price.
The purchase of land at the
Winrock shopping center for about
$392,000 was also approved.

·->

UNM
Central

taken but he is expecting a decision involved in both dorms and office
soon.
buildings.
Benneu emphasized that Medical
Lee said th\1 conversion is needed
because more people have sought Building 3 was safe enough to
residence hall space than is house the Project and that the
storage methods were proper.
available and he expected the trend
to continue because of "high
Wilbur Tabor, director of
energy costs and higher prices" in radiological safety at UNM, agreed
the New Mexico area.
saying, "We're not doing anything
illegal over here." Tabor said the
Lee said the committee would storage was for short periods of
probably recommend Onate exist time and well within guidelines
only as a residence hall because of established for waste storage.
the noise and other distractions
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The First National Bank in Albuquerque

291 6 Central S.E.
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106

New Mexico's Largest Home-Owned Independent Bank
Convenient Locations Citywide Member FDIC

Natural Fiber Clothing
for Women and Men
hand embroidered silk blouse"

*

seven styles of 100% cotton !·shirts ,1
* batik and cutworK \'mbroidrr~,· ):
rloihing from lndon1~''" ~t'
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266-9946

Eighteen tonvenient offites
all over town
First National Bank knows what you need - help with your money.
And we're here to do just that.
Every banking service you need is available at any of our citywide offices.
Checking accounts with two different service charge plans. Savings
accounts with day-in to day-out interest. Applications for VISA and
Master Card, Check Guarantee, Overdraft Protection, auto loans and
more. Wire transfers of money from out-of-town banks.
If you need a good bank to.see you through college, see usFirst National Bank.

Ladie's & Men's

Junior
Specialty

2118 Central S.E.
'
(across from UNM) Lf

~

professor to retain tenure while
serving part-lime with UNM if the
professor's department, college
dean and the UNM provost consent.

BOOTS

•

~

They also approved a change in
the Policy on Academic Freedom
and Tenure which allows a tenured

Bennett said no new plans were
made for the space but he had a
backlog of requests for space in the
Medical School area. "There are
too many variables, like remodeling
costs, for an old building like this to
predict what we will do."

Sizes 3-13

~

In other business, the regents
adopted a new policy on the
confidentiality of faculty records.

'

for Fall
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,

Two First National offices are near UNM ...

Maternity---------------
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Sources said the lifeguard
relieved by Grechen walked within
15 feet of Rodriquez on the way to
his next station and did not see her.
Police are investigating the death
as a homicide. Lt. Bill Last of the
Albuquerque Police Department
Homicide Division, said the pool
and its staff are not being considered in the investigation.
He said the investigation is
focused on the girls that were involved in the dunking,
Last would not comment on
possible negligence by the pool.
Bill Young, Los Altos Pool
manager, also would not comment.
Vernon Turner,
a legal
representative for the City's Risk
Management Office, said no suits
have been filed by the family,
Since the incident, the sources
said, the management of the pool
has assigned two lifeguards to the
large pool area at all times.

Budget-------~---

THE LONG-AWAITED RETURN

....

Rodriquez was pulled from the
pool by Bob Becker, another
swimmer, and administered cardiac
pulmonary
resuscitation by
lifeguard Tom Grechen.
One lifeguard was posted at each
of the three pools of the Los Altos
swimming complex. The lifeguards
work on a rotating schedule
changing locations at I 5-minute
intervals.
The police medical examiner
report states Rodriquez was under
for five to seven minutes. A witness
at the pool said she was under for
three minutes.
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Buying auto insurance is no fun ...

Campus Briefs

Getting lower rates might help

The last lecture in the "Lecture Under the Stars"
series, .coordinated by the Student Activities Center,
is scheduled for 8 p.m. Monday on the Central Mall
across from Zimmerman Library.
The talk is entitled The Quiet Answer and will be
given by Hugh Prather, author of Notes to Myself.
In case of bad weather, the lecture will be moved
to the SUB Ballroom. There is no admission charge.

1611 C ARLISI,.E 131,. VO. SE
HOURS: MON-FRI
9:30-5:00

Scientist Seeks Volunteers

THE GOOO ORIVER 'COMPANY
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Speaker Says Christ Here
A lecturer who claims that Christ is now on earth
living as a mature man in a European city will
present a talk tonight at 7;30 at Woodward Hall.
The lecturer, Benjamin Creme, a .British writer,
lecturer and artist, said that he has been In contact
with Christ for the past five years. He also said that
the presence of Christ will guarantee there will not be
a third world war and that Christ will make his
presence known next spring through television and
by mental overshadowing.
No one will be denied admission, but donations
will be requested at the door.
The lecture is sponsored by the ASUNM Speakers
Committee.

Sleepy Seniors Sought
Big River presents The Concert of 1981

PETERTOSH
Wanted Dread & Alive
with special guests Juice

A scientistin the University of New Mexico School
of Medicine needs volunteers with high blood
pressure to help measure how effectively their
condition can be controlled by a new drug.
Participants in the drug testing should be between
21 and 69 years old and in good general health,
except for their elevated blood pressure. Women of
child-bearing potential are not eligible to participate.
Subjects must have a diastolic blood pressure, the
lower number in any blood pressure reading, of 95115. The study will last 15 weeks and participants
wiil have to visit UNM Hospital!BernaliJ!o County
Medical Center for weekly testing and progress
reports.
More detailed information is available from Dr.
Charles T. Spalding in the UNM department of
pharmacology, 277-4411.

Career Seminars Offered
Seminars on alternative careers and effective
interviewing will be offered on Aug. 14 and 15 by the
UNM Division of Continuing Education and
Community Services ..
The ''Alternative Careers for Teachers, Counselors and Librarians" workshop on Aug. 14 will
include topics on self-assessment, job market
overviews and locating employment opportunities.
The Aug. 15 seminar, "Effective Interviewing:
How to Win the Job Interview Game", will include
topics on fears and traumas of interviewing, controlling the interview, body language, questions you
can expect and interview strategies.
Each seminar wlll be conducted from 8:30 to 5
p.m. at the Press Level of the UNM Football
Stadium.
The registration fee for each workshop is $50.
Registration forms and further information can be
obtained at the UNM Division of Continuing
Education and Community Services, 805 Yale N.E.
Persons with major credit cards can register by
calling 277-6542.

Researchers at the University of New Mexico
Medical Center are looking for senior citizens who
have trouble falling asleep, tend to wake up early in
the morning or all through the night, or cannot seem
to sleep more than six hours -a night.
Subjects with these problems are .necessary for a
study of a new sleeping aid now being developed by a
private pharmaceutical company.
Volunteers should be at least 65 years old and be

The new Afro-American Studies
academic coordinator said Wednesday she is disappointed AfroAmerican Studies has no budget to
run on.
Cynthia Han1ilton, formerly an
assistant professor in the government department at Boston's
Simmons College, said she is also
disappointed the program is able to
offer classes only when UNM funds
are available and only when the
program's four or five part-time
instructors have time to teach.

free to visit the medical center five times for checkups and progress reports. All medications, phyoical
examinations, electrocardiograms and laboratory'
testing administered as part of the study will be
provided at no charge to the participants.
People interested in taking part in the study can
obtain detailed information by contacting the UNM
department of family, community and emergency
medicine, 277-3253.

II ugh Prather To Lecture

265-5695
CARLISLE AT GIBSON

:::;::1!:4111.

Minority Group Needs Help

The UNM General Library has
been awarded a $48,000 grant from
the National Endowment for the
Humanities to aid in the compilation and publication of an
annotated guide to the University's
diverse library and archival
holdings pertaining to Mexico and
Meso-America.
The work is to be conducted in
cooperation with the UNM Latin

Cancer Research
In New Mexico
Helped by Grant

The Penitente Brotherhood in Northern New
Mexicn Village Culture is the title of a lecture to be
presented Aug. 15 at 1:30 p.m. at the Special
Collections Library, 423 Central N .E.

Student Orientation Set
The Returning Students Association, a non-profit
organization geared to help students who are
returning to school to continue their education, are
scheduling several oreientation programs this
summer.
The progralllS are directed to the concerns of the
older-than-average student and are scheduled Aug. 6
and 18 in the Kiva Auditorium and Aug. 26 in room
10 I of the Education building.

Assertive Classes Offered
Assertiveness Skills for the New Manager is the
name of a workshop scheduled from Aug .. 3 to Aug.
6 from 6 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in the Management
Development Center, Anderson Schools of
Management.
The workshop is designed for all managers and
supervisors who would like to become more
assertive. The fee is $145, which includes all program
materials and refreshments.
The workshop is sponsored by the Management
Development Center. For more information, or to
register, contact the Development Center at 277.
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NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION

ORIENTATION '81

assists
new freshmen and transfer students
in making a smooth and successful
adjustment to UN M. Choosing and registering for your fall
semester classes, learning what your professors will expect of
you in class, learning your way around campus, making new
friends, learning about the many campus services here to assist
you, and having some fun while you do it is all awaiting you at
Orientation '81.

II

REMAINING ORIENTATION '81 PROGRAM DATES:
Thursday-Friday, August 13·14
Thursday-Friday, August.20-21

Outdoors
at the Paolo Soleri Theater on
the Institute of American Indian Arts
(Cerrillos Rd.) Santa Fe

Friday August 14 at 7:30p.m.
Get Your Tickets Early!

Checkin begins on the first day aL 8:00a.m . .at the Kiva (in the
College of Education complex). Advanced reservations are
suggested. Cost for students is $7.50. Parents and guests are invited for free.
For more information
refer to the Orientation '81 brochure
contained in the packet
sent io _you labeled
"IMPORTANT: Regis·
tration Materials Enclosed" or contact the
Office of the Dean of
Students, Mesa Vista
Hall 1129,
UNM,
Albuquerque,
NM
87131, ·ret. (505J 211-

A RYINGSl4Rr

City Families
Sought For
Student Pals
Albuquerque families are needed
to participate in a friendship
program for international students
attending UNM, the coordinator of
the UNM Office of lnternatlotlal
Programs and Services said.
E:dith Treadwell, the coordinator, said the program does not
require families to provide any
financial assistance or lodging for
foreign students. It is a program of
friendship.
"lt is simply a way for students
to get to know local residents who
can provide them with friendship
and help .them adjust to living in a
new country," she said. "Foreign
students can't go home for the
weekend like other studcmts. When
foreign students and Albuquerque
families become friends, it enables
both the student and the family to
share their cultural backgrounds
and customs."
More information about tbe
program is available from
TreadweU at 277-4032.

James A. Wiegmann, UNM's
director of budget, business and
finance, said Afro-American
Studies is included in the UNM
budget and was included in a

general nine percent increase on
salaries and five percent increase on
supplies.
Hamilton said she applied for the
directorship because "! thought it
would give me an opportunity to try
my ideas in interdicsiplinary
education and study" which "can
be very exciting.
"Afro-American programs at
other places have shown to be very
innovative," she said.
Afro-American Studies is offering six fall classes.

The Most
Complete and
Finest Center
in the Southwest
Men&Women

Low, Low Prices
Fight Inflation
Specials for
UNM Students

322 Muriel NE
(1 blk. south of 1-40)
1 blk. west of Juan Tilbo)

Call294-1221

Library Gets $48,000 Grant

Penitente Ta1k Planned

2525.

This situation gives AfroAmerican classes no "longevity,"
Hamilton said. She said students
should be able to look at AfroAmerican Studies classes in the
catalog and not worry if the class
will still be offered the next
semester.

Pro Gym Fitness Center

American Institute and the UNM
Press.
The two-year project, to begin
this summer, will enable the library
"to undertake an extensive,
systematic evaluation of the
University's Mexican collection,
long recogni:zed by scholars as a
major resource for study and..
research," Russ Davidson, project
director and an assistant professor
'in the UNM General Library, said.
"Publication and dissemination
of the guide is the project's major
objective but analysis of the
library's holdings will serve as an
important byproduct," he said.

The New Mexico Cancer
Research and Treatment Center has
received more than $2 million for
the coming year from the National
Cancer Institute.
A "Clinical Studies in Pion
Radiotherapy"
program, conducted jointly by the center and the
Los Alamos National Laboratory,
received $2.2 million from the
institute to research the usefulness
of pions in cancer treatment.
Pions are one of several sl!bnuclear particles produced by a
half-mile-long linear accelerator.
The research is to find whether
pions are more effective than
conventional radiation in cancer
therapy.
Patients with inoperable tumors
confined to just one area of the
body will be chosen for the next
treatment cycle from July to
October. Areas being treated indude epidermoid cancer of the
lung,
glioblastoma
and
astrocytoma brain cancer and the
esophagus, pancreas and uterine
cervix.
This is the eighth year the
National Cancer Institute has
funded research for pion treatments
on cancer.

Welcome
Back
Specials

"For the first time, the library will
be in a position to assess
systematically the strengths and
weaknesses of its holdings on
Mexico and thus to evolve a more
coordinated pattern for its future
acquisitions.
"It is particularly gratifying,"
Davidson said, "that at a time
when the Endowment's budget
stands to be slashed by 50 percent,
the agency s.aw fit to award full
funding for the project."

*Double Burger 1.35
*Full Meal Deal1.70
* Royal Treat 20¢ off
Offer Valid Thru Fall Semester
With Coupon.

Now

Leasing
Aspens
Apartments

$1 0 per month
discount for
UNM students

881-3570
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2300 Central S.l:
lacross rrom PopeJny Hall)

• 3 swimming pools
• aII uti Iities paid
• 24 hour answering service
• furnished apartments

•

available
roommates welcome
(even in efficiencies}
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Entertainment

Argentinean Seeks Political Asylum
A citizen from Argentina, who
calls him ..elf a "loyal politician and
poet," and is being represented by
an UNM law profe;sor, is asking
political asylum of the U.S.
government.
Leonardo lramain, a lawyer and
politician in Argentina and the
director of the Escuela de Aries Y

Ciencias del Teatro de Ia and that his life was threatened but
Universidad Argentina J.P. he said he hopes to be able to return
Kennedy, said that he is persecuted 'orne day.
by "very powerful political group
in Argentina."
lramaii1 is represented by Luis
Stelzner, associate professor of law.
Jramain said he left Argentina
due to the friction of the groups

Enroll Now for
UNM Student

HEALTH INSURANCE
Open enrollment now for all students who will be carrying 6 or more hours. (Coverage for dependent!> of ellgi·
ble students also available.)
Enroll at: UNM Cashier's Office; or mail applications
and payments now to the local representative's office at
ttw addre~~ below. Visa and Mastercharge accepted.

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
2625 Pennsylvania NE
Alb., NM 87110

Suite 300
884-6827

Enrollment Period Ends
September 14, 1981.

Bicycle Trails Expanding in City

Stelzner would not comment on
the case.
lramain, 44, received the
Fulbright Fellowship for writers in
1975.
He is a member of the International Program of Writers in
Iowa, an Honorary Fellow .of the
University of Iowa and an author
of 19 books. He was a professor of
literature in Argentina and was
invited by the U.S. government in
1965 to visit the U.S.

In 1974, Albuquerque city officials examined the possibility of
beginning a network of bicycle
trails, lanes and routes and began a
pilot program in 1975 after
proposals were adopted by the city.

river and is about five miles long.
Since then, several other picycle
trails have been completed,
Montano said, The most recent and
the most used, Paseo de/ Nordeste,
an asphalt-paved trail eight feet
wide and 6.13 miles long, runs from
The pilot program consisted of
Pennsylvania at Sandia High
about 25-30 miles of bikeways on
School, along the flood control
streets and was highly successful,
channels and under I-40 to Tucker,
especially in the Sandia Corp. and
on UNM's north campus.
UNM areas.

Missed the stars and
stripes of Old Glory flying
in front of Johnson gymnasium lately... It seems
that the U.S., State of New
Mexico, and UNM flags will
now fly over Scholes Hall,
replacing the ones removed
from .:Johnson gym due to
expansion plans. The statue
of the UNM Lobo Mascot
will also be relocated to an
as yet undecided location,
according to UNM Landscape Architect Bob
Johns. (photo by Bill

Since then, the program has been
expanded and now there are over
100 miles of bike lanes, routes and
trails in Albuquerque with many
more miles in the planning, Joe
David Montano, transportation
planner in the department of
transportation for the city, said.
In 1976, the first n1ajor bike trail
was completed. The asphalt-paved
trail stretches from south of the zoo
to north of Candelaria and crosses
San Gabriel Park. The trail, called
Paseo del Bosque, parallels the

There is a trail between Eubank
and Tramway along l-40, b Jt
Montano said this trail is more of a
commuter trail because it has
limited access.
Another trail paralells North-14,
beginning at 1-40, Montano said,
and follows the road up to the crest
turn off. He said this trail was
constructed by the state highway
department and is not maintained
by the city.
"New
trails are being
programmed," Montano said. He
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AVAILAB~o/N MARRON HALL, ASA GALLERY, UNM BOOKSORE

new trails presently under design
would begin near Candelaria and
follow the Piedra Lisa arroyo to
Winrock at Pennsylvania.
"We try to get one bikeway done
at least within a two-year frame,"
Montano said. He said that two of
the problems facing the construction of trails is the right-ofway and the cost.

Welcome
to Fall semester!

There is a bikeway committee
that meets the second Tuesday of
every month at 4:30 p.m. in the
Parks and Recreation Conference
Room at Commercial and Tijeras.
The committee meets to discuss the
possibilities of constructing or
planning bikeways and discusses
problems with existing bikeways.

We look forward to serving
you this school year.
• Our regular hours areWeekdays 8-5
Saturdays 9·1

The meetings are open to the
public.
Montano said the city's program
is continuous and connections with
many of the existing bikeways are
being planned.

• Special registration hoursMonday Aug. 24, 8 am to 7 pm
Tuesday Aug. 25, 8 am to 7 pm
• Please read return policy!

An opinion issued by the
ASUNM attorney general will
apparently keep ASUNM funds for
radio station KUNM frozen
although the ASUNM Constitution
allows such action to last only 30
days.
The KUNM funds were frozen by
ASUNM Vice President Bill Littlefield July 1 in response to the
UNM Regents dissolving the
KUNM Radio Board.
ASUNM law .and the ASUNM
Constitution say that funds can
only be frozen for 30 days and that
the ASUNM Student Court must
decide whether to continue the fund
freeze.
Attorney General Gary L.
Gordon wrote that because the
student court has not been in
session, Littlefield "has been
denied due process of law" and the
KUNM funds will remain frozen
until the court hears the case.
Gordon said that when the court
does hear .the KUNM case Littlefield will be able to freeze the
KUNM funds for another 15 days.

SUPER SUMMER
D
Also Appearing

The Dirt Band
The New Riders
of the Purple Sage
The New Mexico State
Fiddling Championships
and more to be announced
Also
Roping Exhibition
Bucking Machine
Barbeque
and more surprises

The NM Bicycle Touring Society
is a !-year-old bicycle club in
Albuquerque that plans overnight
irips once a rnonth for bicyclists.
The society has completed tours
to places like Jemez Springs,
Mountainair, Taos, Red River and
Socorro, one of the founders of the
society, Ron Malpass, said.
"The idea is to get people who
are enthusiastic in pleasure riding,
to go on a longer trip combined

with camping," Malpass said.
The next planned overnighter is
Aug. 15 and 16 to Mountainair.
Camping in tents or sleeping in a
motel are available options for
bicyclists, Malpass said. He said the
group will return through Belen. A
vehicle will accompany the riders
carrying gear.
Other planned eve~... , are a
weekend trip to Red l(,ver sponsored by the Red River Chamber of

Popejoy Hall
Having just completed the
production Godspefl, the next event
scheduled for Popejoy Hall will be
another Albuquerque Civic Light
Opera Association presentation.
The featured production will ·be
Finian's Rainbow, which is about
leprechauns and magic.

Finian's Rainbow is scheduled
for August 21, 22, 28 and 29 and
September 4 and 5 at 8:15 p.rn. and
August 23 and 30 and September 6
at 2:15p.m.
Ticket prices range from $3.50
(balcony) during the matinees to
$10 during the evening showings.

Fot reservations and information, call345-6577.
UNM Experimental Theater
Thursday through Saturday
Christopher Durang's A History of
the American Film is scheduled
nightly at 8 p.m.

A History of the American Film
is a musical comedy based on films
from the 1920s to the present.
Directed by Robert Hartung,
acting chair of the Theater Arts
Department during the summer, the
ticket prices for the production are
$4 general admission and $2 for
faculty, staff, summer students
(with current LD.) and senior
citizens.

Includes:

Pride
University of
New Mexico
1889.~?

Brakes adjusted
Derailleurs adjusted
Wheels spot·trued
Headset adjusted
All nuts & bolts checked
Pivots lubricated
Chain lubricated & cleaned
Tire pressure checked
Frame Wiped doWn

Reg. $18 50 Now $14 50

To charge tickets by phone: {505) 243·3208.
AlCUO.t.'JtROUE

s.~~~E~=~S~&:~rt
uNM c~mr~~~t 0<1~ tml(.~•

BELEiN

~~\

GAANTS & GALLUP
1 ~ t'iood!JUyl

ClOVIS

LOS AlAMOS

Tli~ll D<!~

lM P!.~~tt;

SANtA FE
l.i<;Mr~ISt<!re

Musor r--Mo.t

TAOS

Qllft P&M llo;<·todl

To join the club, which costs $12
annually per person, forms can be
picked up at Moped J.J. LTD, 3222
Central N .E. or by calling Ron
Malpass at 844-7969 or the
president of the society, Suzanne
Hays at 843-2928.

UNM Bool<store

Campus Theater Productions

10 or 12 speed Bicycles

Integrity

SUNDAY, AUGUST 23RD
at the AlBUQUERQUE SPORTS STADIUM
Gates open at 3:30 p.m.: Show starts at 6:00 p.m.!
$11.00 ASUNM students: $12.00 lleneral Admission
RAIN OR SHINE!

1) You must have your sales receipt
2) Last day toreturn fall texts is Saturday
Sept.19
3) Books must be in original condition as
purchased
41 You must have you riD

Commerce on Sept. 12 and 13. ln
October, a overnighter to Jemez
Springs is being planned.
"One of the nice things about the
club," Malpass said, "is that there
is no competition."

.

·

and

Hewlett-Packard
Invite You to Attend An Open House!

Bike Tune Up Special!
only S1450

Respect

''!" ·.'!>

s

gave an example that one of the

Wechter)

DYNAMIC PAOOUCTIONS In association with the Popular
Entertainment Committee (UNM) proudly presents
NEW MEXICO'S FIRST ANNUAL

'[!, ·.

0

Bike Society Tours State on Overnighters
Fund Freeze
To Continue

M·

c

Touring gear for rent.
Expert repair on all makes.

GET
ALL THE HELP
YOUCANGET!
Corne in and see the Problem Solvers from Hewlett-Packard.
Friday & Saturday
Date -~~A-=u""g.=u..:...stc...;2~1-:&-::-._2_2·-----~--9:00 a.m. til 4:.00 p.m.
Tlme~------~~--~--~--~~~------~--401 Wyoming B_l_vd_._N_E_•---~
Place

Ffidl

HEWLETT

-.:~ PACKARD

Help write
immortality to
our epitaph: Call

Robert Lynch
ASUNM Senate ProTem

266-0987

277-5528

New and used bikes for sale.
N ishiki • Peugeot • Panasonic • Raleigh • Bianchi

• Univega • !=rame sets

HOLMAN'S~
401 WYOMING NE • 265·7981
Quality pr()ducts.Ior the World of Science. Engineering & auslness.

VISA
MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS
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IMES: 7:00 & 9:30 (11:30 showlnQs every Ff<I-SAT
ADMISSION: $2.00currently enrolled (summer) students
$2.50 ·~acuity, Staff. Gl'NERAL
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located in the south lower level ofthestudent union bldg. (UNM)

Aug.l-2

July 30-31
BE~TLE)

TH-E

LET IT BE

Entertainment

Sports

Longstanding Bicycle Club
Starting To Become Inactive

Dukes' Hitting And Pitching ~~
§
Keep Team On Top In PCL ~

A Albuquerque bicycle club
which has been active for the past
eight years, is slowly becoming
inactive, Walter Joseph, president
of the New Mexico Wheelmen,
said.
For the past eight years, the club
has had formal bicycle rides every
Sunday morning leaving from
Popejoy Hall. The rides consisted
of long rides around town and a
two-hour, slow-paced ride led by a
ride captain who carried tools and
supplies.
In addition, the club would also
sponsor the Rio Grande Valley
Ride, a 100 mile tour up and down
the Rio Grande Valley. Joseph said
last year's annual Rio Grande Ride,
held on the second to last Sunday in
April, had about 830 participants,
with about 70 percent completing
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GOOD DEAL
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AN UNCONVENTIONAL CHALLENGE 1
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GET STARTED IN THE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
~
CAN
NAVY and MARINE CORPS
FIND
*
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OUT
*
NOW
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*
···FUlL TUITION AND FEES PAID
···ALL TEXTBOOKS PROVIDED
•·• $100 PER MONTH TAX FREE DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR
···SUMMER ACTJVITIE&WITH PAY

... GUARANTEED EMPLOYMENT WITH EXCELLENT
SALARY AND FRINGE BENEFITS
... YOUR CHOICE OF SEVERAL OCCUPATIONAL FIELDS
INCLUDING FLIGHT OR NUCLEAR POWER TRAINING
···INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL, ADVENTURE, AND NUMEROUS
OTHER BENEFITS INCLUDING ADVANCED EDUCATION
OPPORTUNITIES
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the entire 100 miles in one day.
Joseph said that the six or seven
active members, who have planned
most of the Wheelmen's activities
for the past eight years, will continue planning the Rio Grande
Valley Ride but will no longer hold
formal rides every Sunday morning.
.
"We're starting to wear thin,"
said Joseph. He said the group will
now meet just on Sunday mornings
to ride, with no special ride captains.
The club also holds bicycle clinics
for organized groups upon request,
if the request is submitted soon
enough and if the six or seven active
members can make the date
requested, Joseph said.
"The New Mexico Wheelmen
need to be revived," Richard
Metzler, a member of the club,
said. "If anyone is interested, they
can come riding with us on Sundays."

Rock Shows Set
The Philisteens and Refrigerators·
are featured bands at a con·
cert/ dance in the SUB Ballroom
July31, 8:30p.m. to midnight,
A Popular Entertainment
Committee production, it is the
first event in a series called the
Summer Rock Show, in which there
will be a presentation every two
weeks.
The cost for the concert/ dance is
$2 for students, any student, high
shcool or otherwise and $2.50 for
non-students.

Concert Planned
Saturday Night Jams, a new
dance/concert program sponsored
by SUB Entertainment, has
scheduled two bands to play on
upcoming Saturdays.
Zozobra will play Aug. 8 and
Thumper will be the featured band
onAug.15.
Both bands will play from 9 a.m.
untill.a.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
Appearing with Zozabra will be
Jams Unlimited, who will continue
the music during breaks with
records.
Admission costs are $3 general
admissin and $2 for UNM,
Technical-Vocational Institute and
University of Albuquerque students
with a valid I.D.

Movie Corner
The summer Theater Series will
present its last week of f1lms at the
SUB Union Theater, located in the
south. lower level of the SUB,
featurmg Let It Be and Casablanca.
Let It Ee, a documentary of the
making of an album by The
Beatles, .is scheduled for July 30
and 31 and Casablanca, winner of
three academy awards, is scheduled
for Aug, 1 and 2.
Sliowtimes are a~ 7 p.m. and 9:30
p.m. and there is an ll :30 p.m.
showing ou Friday and Saturday.
Admission costs are $2 for
enrolled summer students .

~
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Nick Green walt
Sports Editor
Despite losing four of their last
six games against Ph eo nix this week
the
Pacific
Coast League
Albuquerque Dukes are still having
a great season.
They started the second half of
the season with a thirteen game
winning streak and thier second
half record is 26-8, their over all
win·loss record is the best in
baseball at 72-30, one of their
pitchers has tied the club record in
wins, their team batting average is
.323 and only two players are
batting below .300.
Team General Manager Pat
McKernan said that a big part of
the team's success has been
Manager Del Crandall.
"He's just done a fantastic job,"
he said, "the talent is unbelievable
but he's been able to h11rness it."
This season is Crandall's fourth
with Albuquerque. Last year the
team won the Pacific Coast League
Chamoionship and in his other two
seasons the _team has finished
second and first in their division.
This year the Dukes have a
combination of youth and experience on their team.
The youth on the team is
represented by starting outfielder
Candy Maldonado who is 20 years
old and three other players who are
21.
The most experienced player .on
the team is pitcher Dave Moore.
Moore is 26 years old and has
been pitching in the minor leagues
for nine seasons.
The Dukes' leading hitter this
year has been 21•year-old first
baseman Mike Marshell, who was
drafted in the sixth round by Los
Angeles, the Dukes parent club, in
!978.
Marshall's batting average is .353
and he also leads the team in home
runs with 24, and runs-batted-in
with 106.
Marshall said that if he isn't
brought up to L.A. next year he
wouldn't mind playing here another
season.
Marshall also said that at the
start of the season he thought the
club would be championship
material because the nucleus of last
year's team was back.
Part of that nucleus is 26-yearold outfielder Bobby Mitchell who
is in his third season with
Albuquerque and last year was on
the P ,C.L all-star team.
This year Mitchell is batting .333.
During his first two seasons with
the Dukes he batted .320 and .327
respectivelly.
Mitchell· said he isn't worried
about the team's performance
against Pheonix this week.
"I think when we came back
from our road trip we were a little
tired, it's hatd to keep the pace we
have been playing at," he said, "we
can't expect the season to all go
well."
The team recently played fifteen
games duting a thirteen day road
trip, during it they won eleven
straight after losing the first four
games.
Mitchell also said if Los Angeles
doesn't cali him up uext seasou he
would like to be traded.
Another Duke who has been with
the team awhile is second baseman
Jack Perconte.
Like Mitchell he's iu his third
season with Albuquerque, this year
he is batting ;334 after hitting .320
and .326 in his previous two
seasons.
Last year Pcrconte was also
selected to the P.C.L. all-star team.
One of only two players not
batting over .300 this year is
shortstop Gary Weiss. wh<,J is
hitting .294.
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Weiss said the major league
strike will help his chances for
making it to the major leagues.
"We're getting a lot of publicity
because we're the best in the
minors," he said. "There's a lot of
talent and it's always possible to be
traded,"
He also said he was fairly happy
with his play this season, though
he'd like to raise his batting
average,
"Defensively, the past few
months have been the best of my
life at short," he said.
He said that the team's record
has given him confidence and that
he is sometimes in awe of the
Dukes' ability to come back late in
the game.
Catcher Don Crow is the only
other player hitting under .300 and
his average is currently .290.
The Dukes' starting third
baseman is Wayne Caughey who
has the second best batting average
on the team, .349.
The team also has a good hitting
utility infielder, Larry Fobbs, who
is hitting .308.
Along with Mitchell the Dukes
have four other outfielders who see
a lot of playing time as Crandall
often uses one as the team's
designated hitter.
Last year Rudy Law was the
starting center fielder with Los
Angeles where he set the team
record for stolen bases by a rookie
with40.
In 1978 Law set Albuquerque's
stolen base record with 79.
This spring he was one of the last
players sent down to Albuquerque
and this season he leads the team in
stolen bases with 43 and is batting
.317.
Ron Roenicke had surgery on
both knees last season but has come
back strong this year. He's hitting
.318 and leagues the team in walks
with 81.
Candy Maldonado is the
youngest player on the team and is
hitting .322, second on the team in
home runs with 18.
The other outfielder is Tack
Wilson who is batting .307.
Along with great hitting the team
also has had some very good pitching.
Tuesday night . the Dukes beat
Pheonix 4-2 and Ted Power tied the
team record for wins with 15. He
has only lost three times.
Last season Power was 13-7 with
Albuquerque.
Another good starting pitcher for
the Dukes has been 21-year-old
Brian Holton who has a win-Joss
record of 13-5 and the lowest

~
earned run average of starting
pitchers with 3.41.
.
''I'm pretty happy about this.
season, it's my first in Triple-A," ~
Holton said. "I've be.en learning a

§
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S

lotJ~is.J'se~r~~d the attitude of the ~

team is good. ''Everyone knows
they can do their job," he said.
The team's leading relief pitchers
are Alejandro Pena, who has an
B.R.A. of 1.74 and, has saved 18
games and Steve Shirley, who has
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Psoriasis patients
needed for drug study.
M1dh.'.div~~iou of dermatology. UNM Sdwol of

, e icme Is conducting a double-blind stuchcomparing two commercially available topi<·~l
corticosteroids.
Patients will receive ~rec evaluation and two
weeks of treatment with topical corticoslel'iuds.
Exclusions: pregnant females and patients
with lesions covering gr(•atcr than 50% total
body area.
ti'
d . ·
ormJ0111~ ~ma~z appomtment
call Gazl at 277~4757.
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Returning Students
Orientation SUMMER1981
WHO:

For the older-than-average student beginning college after a period of academic
inactivity.
The Returning Student Orientation Program
has been developed to assist you in
preparing to meet the challenges that lie
ahead as you begin your college experience at UNM. To do this, the orientation
program will provide you with:

.

WHAT:

-A review of key University policies,
-A review of campus seNices here to assist YOU,
-financial aid, career planning, and academic support seNices information,
-A time management exercise,
- An oveNiew of lifestyle changes YOU may experience.
- An opportunity to meet other returning students,
and
-Straight answers to your questions.

WHEN AND WHERE:

Attend the session that is most convenient
for you.
Thursday, August 6 from 6:30-9:30 p.m. in the Kiva
Tuesday, August 18 from 6:30 -9:30p.m. in the Kiva
Wednesday, August 26 from 6:30 - 9:30 p.m. in
Educ.lOl
(Note: Fall classes begin on Monday, August 24)

HOW:

Reservations are not needed and there is
no charge. Child care will be provided

CO-SPONSORED BY:

Office of the Dean of Students. Orientation
Programs and Returning Student's
Association.

MORE INFORMATION:

Contact Paul Woods,
Assistant Dean of Students
Mesa Vista Hall 1129
Tele: (505) 277-3361

New Mexico's most
complete supply
of backpacking
equipment
2421 San Pedro NE

(505) 884·5113
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For A Lw;ting Smile!

~~-------------------------------------

Dr. Ed Romero D.D.S.
Family Dentistry

Reviews by R11y Abeybt

Offi<•C hours: 8:00 to 5:00 Mon.-Fri.
Sal. Appointments Available

Rox

''Rox.'"

9212 Montgomery NE

Boardw11lk Records
I could tell by the cover of this
album, just what kind of record this
was going to be, a pastiche of every
pop rack record to make the charts
since the mid seventies. With cover
art work that's obviously doomed
for the cut-aut rack, this album
even smelled like a loser.

Rox comes off like a band of
studio musicians who've gotten
together to do an album of their
favorite licks and hooks, albeit not
too subtly plagerized. Their song
list reads like Nick Lowe's, "Pure
Pop for Now People" taken
seriously.

Brian Holton picks up 13th win. (Photo by Bill Wechter)

Team Still Good

August3
"THE QUIET ANSWER"

continued from page 13

eight s_aves and five wins with an
E.R.A. of 1.94.

Mr. Hugh Prather,
"an American Kahil Gibran",
Author of Notes to Myself.

There has recently been talk of a
minor league world series with the
championship clubs of the P .C.L.,
International League and American
Association playing each other.
If there is one Albuquerque
appears to have a goad chance of
being in it. They won their division
during the first half of the season
and lead it in this half by 7 games.

.:zB ot: that 6ine li9ht 6eelin9
"~():fPi ckfMe1Ups

1/3 Off

Legal S

Offering Classes in Modern
Dance. Ballet and Jazz

New Releas~s Covering Old Songs

Invites UNM Students, Faculty, & Staff
to enjoy our complete Dental Services
Call2!J2-4940 for Appointment

Family Dentistry

Arts

1/3 Off
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Dotson Signs 13 Wrestlers
The UNM wrestling program,
hoping to improve upon last
year's record, has signed 13
wrestlers for the coming season.
Included in the group are four
junior college transfers and five
state high school champions.
The transfers include two
NCAA
Divison
II
allAmericans, Brad Bitterman (167
pounds) and Tim Harris (177).
Bath wrestled at Northern
Michigan under Bill Dotson,
who is entering his second year
at UNM as coach.
The Labos also inked twotime NCAA qualifier Evins
Brantly from Rhode Island.
Brantly came to UNM when
Rhode Island dropped its
wrestling program and thus the
6-4, 260 pound heavyweight will
become eligible immediately.
John Schaumburg (158
pounds), a former national
champion far Iowa Central
Community College, leads the
list of JC transfers.
Included in this group arc
Steve Krause (I IS), John

Davidson (126) and Brad Cast,
all who wrestled at Northern
Oklahoma Junior College last
year.
Six of the high school signees
attended Albuquerque schools.
Ralph Harrison, a three-time
state champion at Sandia High,
joins the Lobas as does his chief
competitor in the 126-paund
weight class, Jim Rivera from
Eldorado.
Also coming to UNM this fall
are Curtes Luttrell (1 58) from
Manzano, Steve Johnston (142)
from Eldorado and Bill Rose
(158) and John Clark (177) from
Del Norte.
The ather prep signees are
Keith Miller (150) and Scott
Rardin (126), both from Littleton, Colorado.
Rardin had a 33-0 record and
won the state championship for
his weight, and Miller finished
third.
Dotson also signed twa
transfers from LSU at mid-term
last year.

.....
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There's an identity problem here,
and it comes down to who do you
want to sound like now, David
Bowie or The Cars? Bongs like
"I'm No Elvis Costello," (and y(m
ain't kidding jack!), have all the
studio slick you can squeeze out of
L.A. But so what? At this paint any
studio wizz kid with a multi-track
recorder could make just about
anything sound rechnically good.
Tight and capable musicians to
be sure, with their smooth chord
progressions and clean production,
I got to wondering just who these
guys were. Obviously they take
themselves seriously, but I doubt
that anybody else will.
This album has no redeeming
value what so ever. I'd suggest
taking the money that might have
been spent on this record and buy a
number three breakfast at the
Frontier.

David Lindley
"EI Rayo-X"
Elektrll•Asylum
When I first got this album in at
the newsroom, I bad serious doubts
as to its contents. On the cover is
this photo of David Lindley, with
ratty long hair, a funky vest and
baggy bell bottoms, looking like he
just stepped off of one those
psychedelic school buses I used to
see in Santa Fe in the 60's. Ohsure,
Jackson Browne session man cuts
his awn disk of Grateful Dead cum
trans west coast nostalgia. Gimme a
break.

So I took it home anyways, What
the hell, I'm supposed to give it at
least one unbiased listen. Sa I did.
From the first listen, this album had
all the thick sweet appeal of a
butterscotch malt during a critical
case 6f the munchies.
You take a mix of 60's soul and
rock favorites, and some current
compositions by Bob "Frizz"
Fuller, shake them up with some
cajun, reggae, and Tex-Mex
styling, turn the amp up to a
tolerable level and rock steady. This
is a good album, plain imd simple.
Lindley perhaps is 6est known to
most of us as the guy who does the
high end 50's vocals on Jackson
Browne's version of "Won't You
Stay?" Lindley has been one of
Browne's strangest back-up
musicians for some time now,
playing an practically every
stringed instrument that's ever been
invented. He's provided the
smooth, steady melodies that have
became Browne's unique southern
California sound.
Now El Rayo-X is basically a
compilation of cover tunes, and
true to the tradition of playing
other peoples material, you either
play it better or no~ at all, because
competent hommage just doesn't
cut it. Lindley has a full understanding ,of the possibilities of
his material and he takes all time
favorites like "Twist and Shout",
"Don't Look Back" and "Bye Bye
Love" and rearranges their basic
structures with Tex-Mex guitar
and a "mare bounce to the ounce"
reggae rhythm section. The result is
an album of irresistably tasty and
respectful tunes, the likes of which
I'd never think possible for one
album.

Classes continuing
through August.

good documentation of an event,
butafterWaodstock,whacares?
Live albums reave me with the
feeling that one had to be there. At
home with the stereo cranked up
high, trying to review this tworecord set left a lot to be desired
and imagined. I'll take the lines and
crowds of smoke-filled clubs and
arenas, with their security guards
and high decibles over a plastic disk
with aver-emphasized crowd noise
anytime.

821 Mountain Road NW •
r:t;,~-. Old Town Area • 842.0972 or
898-8257
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The Lobo
Tennis Club

& Wrangler's

Jeans

~

Recorded concerts aside, the
Asbury Jukes can obviously perform when it comes to the stage or
the studio. Their original material is
strongly influenced by Otis Redding
and Mitch Ryder, but their
derivations do little more than
remind one of the good al' days.

"The Reasonable Tennis Club Membership"
Start playing tennis today at the Lobo Tennis
Club. WJe have individualand family member·
ships for as tittle as $25 down and $25 a
month until paid in fulL The "Lobo" features
14 tennis courts, volleyball, horseshoes,
basketball, league and club activities and the
best lighted court in town. Memberships
available include:

However, what they may lack in
their ability to adapt their influences to a cohesive a.nd original
style of their awn, they make up for
in their cover versions of Redding's
and Ryder's material. The covers
are not so much an original interpretation as they are a learned
understanding of the music's
original form: - shear drive and
aggressiveness, with a lot of sweaty
saul.
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Special July Sale

113011

Bring this ad to any of our four
distributors and receive a 1/3
discount off our official price list.

II

S15.99

I

l1
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17# Meuul N.E.

1/3 Off

1900 Centra! S.f.
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2807 San ~litea H.r.

MO<ICO

141&CeniUosRd.ii!Sanure,JUt.

lobo
men's
shop

1/3 Off

WARNING: Stimulants ~ay b~dangerous to your health if taken in greater than
recommended dosage. It IS agamst the law to sell these drugs unlabeled or mislabel·
ed. Yo~ must be 18 year.s old and prove it, to purchase. It is against the law to aid in
the delmquency of a mlhor by providing these drugs without proper consent from
Parent or Legal Guardian.

2120 Central SE

Membership
Fee

Type

---·--·
Alumni/Lobo Club
Members
Individual
Family
UNM Student
Other-Individual
Other-Family

Well, it may not be the best the
Jukes can do, but it's no reason to
shrug them off completely. They
can obviously put on a goad show
and they know where their roots

Monthly
·oues

----~-~~~~-

$12.50
$25.00
$12.50
$12.50
$25.00

$175.00
$350.00
$125.00
$250.00
$500.00

are,

Individual or group lessons are available.
Instructors: Mark Hamilton, I,JNM Men's tennis coach
Curtis Krykowski, UNM Asst. Men's tennis coach

Forget the record and save the
money for the show. If they should
ever come to town it'd certainly be
worth it.

For more information come down to the Lobo Tennis Club,
1110 University SE (across from the Pit) or call242·2697.
Bring in this ad and play one time as our guest during June or
July

Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes, Live
Re11ch Up 11nd Touch ihe Sky

Mercury/Polygram
"There's an instinctive feeling
that without the audience, without
tlze lights, the stage, the band, the
music, the whole experience, you'd
be dead. There maybe other things
In life as fulfilling, but! don't know
them, This album is what 1 know.
It's not perfect, but it surely is the
best I can do. "
Southside Johnny from the liner
notes.
There is something inherently
wrong with the whole idea of live
albums. I realize they make for

1

ER PASS
SALES
Bus passes will go on sale at the Sun-Tran booth in the
UNM SUB (main ffoor, north end) from 9AM to 4PM August
20, 21, 24, 25 and 26, 1981.

Commuter Pass

•

•

•

..

..

•

<I

.. ..

..

•

•

i

. .. .

$50.00

unlimited rides for
the whole semester

$16.00

unlimited rides tor
one calendar month
tor 20 rides.

• available only to lull-time students of an accredited post H1gh School educattonal mstitution in Albuquerque. A full·tlme student at UNM t& regrstered for
12 undergraduate hours or 6 graduate hours.

Cords

r------------------------------,
1130

1

VI

Punch Pass . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 8.00

&
"They Really Work!!!''

-~

presents

Semester Pass*

Levi's®

'~~

243-6954.

For information call:
766~7830
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-·--In An Alley, On A Stage·-"So ya' wanna be a rocker. end up on the top. Right now the
"Because I had some free time,"
Study the moves. Jerry Lee Lewis. actors, technicians, managers and he answered with a smirk.
Buy some blue suede shoes. Move director work without pay.
See page 18for more information.
your head like Rod Stewart. You
Asked how mauy hours he works (story and photos by Bill Wechter)
can't buy the bebop. You can't buy at the theatre, Judson Frondorf,
the slide. Got the fantasy blues and the director, replied with a deep
no place to hide."
sigh, "This week, 14 hours a day.
Dialogue is belted out by Crow in This is production week."
·
The Tooth of Crime, a play
All money taken in by the theatre
opening Saturday at the Alley goes for rent, refreshments for the
Theatre.
crowd, fixing the roof.
The play, bordering on a rock
"The important thing is to keep
opera, depicts two rock stars, Hoss the theatre open, keep it running,"
and Crow, fighting their way to the Diedrick Razo,
the buisness
A pistol (above) is cocked
top. But only one can take that manager said.
and ready to lay a rock
prize.
Sitting in the Frontier after a long
star to waste. Ray Abeta
Maybe one of the young artists rehearsal I asked Frondorf why he
working so hard on the play will does it.
(below), playing Crow,
disc!lsses fine points of
the pia y o11t in the alley.

Hoss (above), played by Charles Hansen Pike, clutches
a switchblade, ready to strike at his opponent. Hoss finds a moment of comfort (below) with his girlfriend,
Becky, played fY Mary Elizabeth Quinn.

Judson Frondorf, the director.

LEGAL STIMULANTS·
DIETARY AIDS
Stronger than some prescription drugs
• Pick·You·Up and Stimulate You •
Order From Our Wide Selection Today!
PRICES LISTED A REi 0/STR18UTOR WHOLESALE i'lliCES

YELLOW CAPSULES
RJS, small Capsule
F!US, Small Capsule
RJ8, Large Capsula
BLACK CAPSULES
RUS, RJS, 335 Large,
18·985 & 18·845

SLEEP·AIDS
T·122, (A) TABS, 714,
Blue 10
DIET·AIDS
13iue.& Clear
Green & Clea~

AND INTRODUCING
OUR SPECIAL OFFER
NEW! PINK HEARTS
FOR ONLY $65.00 per 1000
CROSS TOP,
Only $49.95 per 1000
Please order by number. All s~lmufa.nts are priced a~ $.25.0~
per boUle of one hundred. AI! Sl1mufa~ts a_re Pnced a:._
$100.00 per bonlf:J or one thouaand. Nahonw1de, we have
found the ones that sell thp fast~st and wil,l make you the
most money to be: RUS's, 1&9B5's wi and CROSS TOP.

bea:Je_rships available. Write for application artd ·information.
SondSASE.
.
.. .
~

DISTRIBUTOR's SAMPLE KITS
AVAILABLE: FOR $25.00
DON'T WAIT, PLACE: YOUR ORDER TODAY!
USE YOUR VISA OR MASTERCAI'lO.
SEND MONEY ORDER OR CASHIER'S CHECK TO:

This just may be: the: best bargain on
com pus! Greaf·looking furniture~
enough to completely furnish three
rooms- for the price of one second·
hand solo. And it's all available in 48
hours! This package includes GranTree's
special 10°o discount offered to all
students. Rooms include living room.
bedroom and dine!te. Nominal delivery
and installation fee nat included.

East· West Enterprises
P.O. Box 8924, AlbUquerqu~, N.M. 87198

-

-

-

~---

-

-=- --

.-..-~-.....___~-·

TOTAL

Credit Card No.

-~·

--

--··

·--

--

-

---

-·------~------

Addtess -~·····~--~~- · - · · - -

-· ___,_.

.

_______ _____

-------·--------------

Name·~-·- - - - - - - · - •

-~------

----~--~-~-~~~

_....

Exp. Date ______ .. ·Signature __ -··

~--

-

__ ~

Interbank No. (MC) _ - - · -~

City

PRICE

STIMULANT NO.

QUANTITY

-~-~--

--~--------~--

--·-~~--·---~··--~~-~---------"~..,..

_

______.,..

State - - - - - - .. -----~---··
'

Zip-··-~·--·---·--~~
I am 18years of age or older.

()Use rny charge card above:[) VISA() Masterch.

Note: Due to thfi larg·e demand we may hr:tva to substitute Jtem numbers

1M% Legal·
Larger Quantities Available
For Fast servk:a can: (505} 293·1411
Allk ForMr.Sanchez

Grarlrreea
·
·
·
1
FURNITURE RENTAl

(Because college costs enough already.)
3900 Menaul Blvd. N. E., Albuquerque 87110, 265-5668
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Arts
Rockin' in the Alley with Pro·Arts,
Blazing Guns .and Burning Guitars.
local Albuquerque artists, Friday,
the people who brought you Bill's
Friends will present Un Chien Au
Gogo: Concepts Continued;
First off, you gotta look for this Saturday, Pro Arts will present its
place, tucked in an alley just off of opening night production of the
n d
Central, hidden behind a pizza joint Sam Shepard plays Tooth of Crime
and three parking lots. I mean, it's and Killer's Head, and on Sunday
s
just a cinderblock structure, the Generics, Jerry's Kids, and as
surrounded by asphalt and con- rumor has it, a guerrllla percrete, nothing to distinguish it from formance by a new Albuquerque
band is planned.
the rest of the neighborhood.
While each performance will vary
There's a single street light just
outside the door, kind of a cool in approach, there is a coincidental
blue, On off nights it's the only common theme of ideas joining
thing happening back there. No one each of them. The apparent intent
is around, it's quiet and there's that
hum from the street light. Then yop
start to notice all the doorways, a
lot of dark recessions into the walls
of the other buildings, looking like
empty lurking spaces,
Inside, you step down on two
milk carton steps. The floor is
concrete and water-stained from
the leaking roof. There's this musty of the weekend activiti.es would
smell, like damp carpet and closed indicate that two of the perin darkness, The walls are white formances will be the starting guns
and go up some 14 feet to a ceiling for the opening of the Shepard
perforated with nail holes and hung plays.
with spots fashioned from tomato
The longer of the two plays,
cans from the pizza joint nextdoor.
There's a rough approximation Tooth of Crime, involves the
of a stage against the west wall, 2 X metaphore of death as an ever4's, plywood, particle board and present option in the rise and fall
wall paneling all raised precariously world of rock music personalities,
three feet above the floor. An odd The two performances which will
assortment of couches and coffee flank the plays will be divergent
tables mark off the area intended views on the possibilities of the
forms taken by the music itself.
for the audience.
Friday's performance, Un Chien
This unlikely location will set the
stage this weekend for a series of Au Gogo, Concepts Continued,
three seperate performances by under the direction of Robert
Masterson, can best be described as
a logical extension of the musical
directions originally instigated by
Tim Schellenbaum and Bill's
Friends. Incorporating an eclecticism of musical styles and lyrical
narration, Concepts Continued
draws from a variety of musicians,
writers and visual artists as participants in _a performallce who's
predominant theme is the
relationship between the sexes.
Tooth of Crime and Killer's
Head wiJI open their August
engagement Saturday night with
Mitch Salmen accompanying David
Clemmer on guitar in Tooth of
Crime, Salmen, guitarist for Bill's
wiD appear for the
Friends,
opening night performance only.
Both Killer's Head and Tooth of
Crime are directed by Albuquerque
film maker and actor Judson
Frondorf, who also delivers the
monologue in Killer's Head.
The content of both plays is
Daily Lobo is presently seeking Account
indicative of Shepard's style and
interest in the pessimistic and selfits Display Advertising department.
destructive aspects of human
Just when you thought it was safe
to go to the Alley Theatre.
Ray Abeyta

0

s

a

'

UNM Child
Care Co-op
Or>en year around

7:30am-5:30pm
( :ontinuou~
reqbtratinn

until full.
Children of sludents, fac:ulty
ci!Hl '>taff between 18 months

and Y wars ar<? eligibte for
UNM thild tar<'.

hw

dt~yc <Jre

is available for

thrN• who qualifv under Title

XX

For further
information
Cilli

277-3365

Advertising
Sales
The New Mexico
Representatives for

We offer an outstanding opportunity to supplement your
academic education with practical experience in the
Albuquerque job market.
You must have:
•
•
•
•
•
•

student status
a strong desire to succeed
a car
prior sales experience (not essential but it helps)
a professional attitude
at least 20 hours per week

If you fit these requirements, then come by and apply for a sales
position with one of the nation's leading independent student
newspapers.
Contact:

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Business Office
Box20

Alb. N.M. 87131
(505) 271·5656

nature. Highly metaphoracle and
graphic in their imagery, the plays
solicit, if not demand, audience
response.
Parental descretion is advised,
Closing out the weekend with an
evening of local post-punk dance
music, the Alley will feature the
Generics and Jerry's Kids. Jerry's
Kids, (I think you get the idea), first
made the scene as a mysterious
series of xeroxed flyers announcing
their performances at non-existent
clubs, such as the Toilet BowL
Their first actual gig took place in
the Generic's living room earlier
this summer. The living room,
which was promptly trashed by
over enthusiastic slam dancers, was
never quite the same afterwards.
Now anyone interested in the
local rock scene who bas not caught
the Generics may as well stick to
Neds for their musical needs. This
September will mark the first
anniversary of the band's first
performance at the AUA's.
Downtown Center for the Arts.
Performing for Marilyn Pittman's
''Video Fantasies'' the Generics did
a cover version of Devo's
''Mongoloid.'' The outstanding
event of that performance was
bassist Ryan Green's synthesizer
imitation screamed through a strip
of duct tape plastered across his
mouth,
That was a year ago and the
Generics musical and instrumental
sophistication has come a long way
since then. They have performed
numerous times at any number of
locations in Albuquerque, including an "Only the Radio"
program forKUNM.
Coming from a predominantly
cover oriented playlist, the Generics
have moved on to include more and
more original material in their sets.
In the face of the demise of punk,
the Generics promise to carry on
pushing their brand .of post-punk
dance music into the households of
young New Mexican's. It's not
disco but you can sure as hell dance
to it.

Un Chien Au Gogo -July 31,.
8:30p.m.
Tooth of Crime and Killer's
Head -· August 1 at 8:00p.m. and
throughout the mo.nth on Friday
and Saturday.
Generics and Jerry's Kids plus
mystery band - August 2, 8:00
p.m.
The Alley Theatre Southwest is
located in the Vassar street alley,
(behind Carrara's Pizza).

Classified
Advertising
.

Marron Hall, Room 131
!Between Biolof!,y and }ouma/i.~m at Yale & Redondo)

Open 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Monday through Friday,
Deadline Noon Wednesday
1. Personals
fUROSHIMA/NAGASAlU
PRAYER service.
August 6. EcumenJcal Pe11ee Committ~e invites all
religious/spidtual peopl~ to join. Jl to 1 p.m., St.
Paul Lutcran Church.. Kirtland AFB, Wyoming Gate,
4;00 p.m. Vigil, 6:30 p.m. pr&yer. Candle 'floa1ing:
Rio Grande Blvd to Campbell, West to River, 8 p,m,.
Rev. Remer·Thamert.
7/30
MASli AII!PF.RSAND CAMOUFLAGED T-shins:
camQuflaged shorts: much more. Kaufman•.s, a real
Army· Navy ~lOre. 504 Yale SE, 256·0000.
8!25
CARE ABOUT ART? Co11ceptions s'outhwest 1
UNM-'s fine nrts/Ulcr.uy pubHcatiOll 1 need$ your
wpport. Work by :34 UNM artists-on sale now..$4.00
in M<).rron Hall room J31 1 UNM.Bookstorc, St\ldent
Bookstore-, Living Batch, Fine Aru Museum.
.8117
M.BI:QUERQUE FAMILY PLANNING. Students
wek-ome. Tel: 277·5856.
'8/17
BASS GUITARIST Nl:EDED for Jocal band. Must
be able to play mostly r-ock and Sbmecountry. Also.
must be able to do vocals. Call Landslide, Dehl or
Oerrl, .255-9.349.
7/30
N.S.~I HAD a greeeaaat 1 faaantastical time last
we~:kend. Let's do it otgnin soon. Looking forward to
this wce:keL'l.d. We'll hn;ve a _greceaaat time. Love-D.J.
Bob.
7/30
ACCURAIT. INFOIIM,.TJON "BOUT con·
1rm:eption, nerHization, abonion, Rlglll tn Choo.~e.
294·0111.
trn
SOLU'n0NS11
trn

Vespa Scooters-Mopeds
Vespa
Scooters
S1299°0

Mopeds
150 MPG

New
Mopeds
sag goo

247·91119.
tfn
PASSPUIIT ANn IOENTU"ICATION photos. 3 fot
SS.SO!.l Lowest prices in town! Fast. :pleasing. ne~r
UNM. Call 265~2444 -or ~:orne to 1711 Girard lJ.Ivd,
NE.
lfn
('HJNESE FOOD, LUNCH and Sunday Brunch·all
you can cat·SJ.OO. Jao•Jno1s. Place, 5000 Central
Ave. SE.
- - 7/30

2. Lost & Found

3222 Central SE
(2 blks. east UNM)
(505) 268·3949

Jim O'Leary

SER[OUS

STUDENT,

non~smoker,

needs roommate, with house or apartment for filll,
spring semesters. Please call Judy. collect, 988-3643,
lea\'C message.
7/30
ONE HWHUOM AP,.RTMENT ncar UNM,
hospitals. Garage, yard; $160. 268.7218 after S:OO
p.m.
8117
A BLOCK TO UNM·one b(droorn, utilities paid.
SIBO. no children or pets, 201 and20S ColumbiaSE.
Call25S-268l.
713()_
C"MPUS COMPACf APARTII!IlN1ll. 215 Yale
SEat lead. Studio 11partments itcar stores: and UNM.
$180/monlh, fn:e utilities. $130 deposite. No
children, pets., or roommates. See manager at
apartment two or call883·5940 or 243-3543.
8/17
HOUSES FOR RESt $260/mo. or rooms for tent
$100/mo. with kitc-hen privilrges. 898·9592, Rio
Rancho. Call beforeJ:OO p.m.
7/30
})ESlRABr;E NORTfiWJ3ST VALLJ...')' location-onebedroom house, -custom. remodeled, yard fenced for
privacy. 'S-300/month~ plus utilitie.~. 344-4135
evenings.
7/jQ
IIOUSt:MAIT., NON-SMOKEII, SII,.RE thr«
bedroom house walking di~tance, 128.33/mo. plus
one third utilities. 255-1385. Mary.
8/17
GRADUATE STUDENT TO share 3 bedroom hOU$C:
downtown- fiteplacc, -and fenced yard. $1$0/month,
8/1.7

LAh.GE lWO BF.:DROOM apartment. Unfurnished,
repainted, walking distance to UNM,
.$250/monlh, $125 deposit plus utilities. 344.4t3S.
7130
ADOBE UNFURNISIIEO lBDRM. 5190 1 utilities
included. 2!12 blksto UNM. 265-4282.
8/26
CLOSE 10 UNM KAFS, freeway. 2~biirm. un·
'furnish~d
.apartmen[. Carpet. drapes, stove.
refrigenuor. WID hook·up.s. S240tmo., plu$ C!lt'tttfc.
$150 stc:urity deposir. For appointmcnl to sect. call
n~i:tntly

the

Prapt:!r'tll

Professionals _Real Esiate orfice1 88J~806.

tnanagc-r1

342·1 196

-or

8128

CLAIM YOCJt LOST possessions At Campus Police
8;00a.m.to4:00p.m. ~ally
tfn
FOt•ND: TURQt'OISE BR,.CELIIT in Y>le Park.
t'otne to Marrofi Ball room 131 (0 descrlbc and
daittr.
71.30
FOtT.NU Nl-:AR TliK Ktv.a on Juiy 22, 1981 • .silvtr
wire rrnmc prescription glasses, thick lens--I-uxpttica.
Adiim. Come to Marron HaU room 131 to describe
and -elaim.
1;,30

ENGLISII TUTORING•WRI'nNG problcms-CST7i30
CARPt:NTRY WORK, FRAMING and l'inis.l1. free
c:'itim<ue~.141-908~.
8+'11
NEim tU:LP WITH pap:crt? t)'ping. editing.
reVJ'>iOn, research. 281·3001.
1130
VOLVO MEC.fiANIC, RELIABLE, reasonnbte.-

J!l!1
'1t30

7/JO
SSt reports; teSUrtles. 2998970.
8i6
TVPI)iG,. 75 Cf:Ms.,~g., 296-4998. . .
AC(l~RA-'ft-~, .:XI,ERll\NCl·:D T1'PIS1'. Collegework, r~:~umcs.tr•:m~~rib!Jtg. 294'·0161.
1130
l'IIOTOGRAPHY ST{'O~:N·rs, JJOBnnsTS!
('usWtil blat:k·and-\\hit~ pri.)Ct!>'ii_ngl i'lfiiltin,g, Push·
Pt(lCe~~ing of lilm. Contact \h~et~ and high qu:tlity
cnlargcnH:nls-, mounting. ?i'jil,tfing. Free critique if
<t<.kcd. (all 1fi~·l32~ or C'.lt •e to 1-1'17 Girard Uhd,
Nf:..
7/JO
TYI'INC;:
C'OMP•:TENT, Rt;"SONABU:.
t!x)1t:ri~flc:cd nil pltt\~cs: ~ollesc and businc~s to include
~tatism~ai-Uild tcclmh:al. lJsitlg dual piteli, corretlahle
.~c-Jcctrk. 88-3-Rl.,O.
'V30
rJUtFORMING AltTS- Sl'ODrO, 111!i tend SE.
Uu~t ea~t or Yale Avc.).-2~6-1061 o~ 265·j06i, t.num
Brown-Elder, Director. Classicallhllcl, Jnu. Tap.
PAPl~R.l.i,

Ho

l:x.crd~e-( !_as~es.. Childrell, lt!Cit~ uUur~!l_.

_

8.-·lS

removal. Shi:ip!! ey(!brows or tmwJ.mt~d hAir :mywlnne
Jff the body. Ear picrdng, $8.00. indudro; C"iiHUIJtli.
Vi:.~1. Ma~ter Chargt: 88J.Rflg6, 39U~ ('ath\fc -~1·
hct'~~n C(1f11ll.ncheand Mnm_gmnct~1 ·.10
~tf::«OIO TVPIS'I"•·t:NGUSU MA; editor.
fiU{ll_l~llc_d wril;;:r. Fdilirlgav<tlrahlc. 2M .i,l~~o':f/30
Gt.itT-AR 'l.E.i.;tiONS: AU. ~t}·Je~~ Mar~··, (:iuil;~
Stud in. 165-~3 15.
Hn
lA.!-iT, A('('t!kA1t-:. TV!•tN(;: ·r~pcrighl. -~6'1.
~l03.
g.-)"'
~T\'l~rSt ~mt\;Jl;E:- A ~\~mrk~-c tYPin~t -and
cduutij,f •.y~tcm. 1 rduuo.:a!, v.cnrraf, Trp::-11. mc-tlkal,

~~'}lt_'!:::!0-'h,t~~:~"~~:-~~.:·.:.._~-1} -~~-?~:."~- -~----

.:J. Housin2

___ !!;!

SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS, and trucks available.
Many sd! un~er $200. Call (312)-742-1 143, ext. 675
for information on how to purchase.
811(
1973 Mustang Mac It nutomatic 1 351 CJeveland
cngim.\ power stccriJlg 11nd brakes, air conditlning,
stereo. $1800, 86l·97J 1.
7/JO
f'URNITC~F... COUCH,
RECLINER, c:rtodenr.a,
small tables, Jamps, good party furniture, 298.0297,
29'Hl28,
7/JO
UNM AREA,JMMA.CULATE two be<lroom home
for sah:. Walk to BCMC or Law School. ·$$2,500.
Sl2,500 C.T.L. 12 perc-ent interest, $47.5'/mo, PJ'f_I.
Call Janice,262-066S, or work 211-3~53.
7/.30
I•ORTABLE THREE SPEED Travel Aire swamp
coolet, automatic lbermostat control, excellent
condition, $60 ca~h. 194-4482, after Sp.m.
7130
PORTABI.E TV! TWELVE inch black·nnd.white.
Uke m:::w~ sull under warranty. Moving ·soon. 2660178'·.
- 7.116
BLOODHOUNDS, REG-AKCf 5 fcm~lc.~, 4 mnles 1
call Jjm or'l"eresa, 3444712..
7/30
DARKROOII! EQUIPMENT. BOGEN enlarger
UJO

want lO
you. Fuuyputtbreds win grQW up to be sturdy family
-dogs thai look like sm.all huskies. Male-s S7.S, .females
SlO. 344·5714,
1!30

1I

J

The Posh Bagel

1

presents

I

II
1

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I
1

I
I
1

I Free Bagels I
I

I
I
~

I

V2 dozen free frozen just
for coming by to say hi!
..

One

r~er I ",'ti'it';(•r

Ofh•r ynnd rmh,: u_-!u!c

'

.
"<lPJJ!a:s !d'i!.

MCAT TUTOR WANTED, references needed,
time,

eK.celltm~ gay,

part~

265-2524.

tfn

WORK·STllDY STlan<:NTSf On campu~ c:tn·
ployment with New Mexico. Utlion Food Ser'>'kc. We
are now acccpling appl!cution~ for the fall senw.~ter.
We offer flexible sdtcdu!ing anc.l free rtil'!d hencfils.
Bring your fal! da~~ schedule and llpply in the Food
S~·rvicc Offil.'c- in tbe NM llni~)n. A.~k for Jeun~tte m

Beuy, Sn.m.-4p.m.

8125
RELIGIOUS SCHOOl. 1.~ looking f,)t
teachers who ,.•nn teach Hebrew, pra}'cr anc;l Jl.'wiilh
Herilage, Call J. Goldmfl.n, 821·R270.
R.- J7
WORK·STUDY POSITJON open at We Daily I .obD.
Cull277--56~ or come tn Marron Hall, mom 13110
!'ill out an application.
7.'3(}
SATIVl~ AMI':RICAN Nl!RSI~S, Nuro,ifig '>tiu!cnt.,,
or prc-nurr;in~ '<tudem~ \'l'rtntcrl h"~ fill out
quc!'itil\llllflires and be interviewed fnr re~carch for
t.hlCllll'lll di'i~crtalion ~1n m~Nth·enr:~~ traininp,.
$3.JS."'u., Man· fenoriu, 294-.~0lt•, nr betw~;cn :\
p.m.-! J p.m. 247-9501, a~k for Mcdk:al Floor. Rri1
Pl.\RSONS TriMAK:E anon;inwus me"l, '>er"kc ami
deanline~s cvalnatiom of local J!Nilurant!i in
Albuquerque far Na[iunal l\e~earch C\l, h·e~ ami
M\!ah- paid. Proficiency ~p~cialisb, Bux ~0244, S\ln
Diego, CA 92120,
7/\0
FAJ.I. SEMF. .,TL•:tt. EMJ~LO\'MEN-T!S.U.D ..~hift~
arc 6 to 9 a.m.~ 9 to 10:30 a.m.; 10:;10 to 1:30 p.m.
We off~r orH:a.mpus ~:mpfoyment and fr(.'c meal
benefits. If you_ arc- Interested, apply at !he New
Mexico Union Food S~rvice office and. briug your fall
cla.J>S £Chcdule-. A~k for Jeanette or neuy, Sr4p.m.
B/23
I,ART TlMl<: JOB ~flernoons imd evenings. Must be
able to w-ork Ftiday find Saturday nights. Must be 21
years old. Apply in person, no phone calls, please.
Saveway Liquor Slores a! 5704 lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn

n:wrsn

I
I1

~~-~~-m--~~-~~~~~~~----~~~~

rnen's dm~ !tuds. N{t sw~a:t. ~43-0338.
IV 17
A.I\TISTS!VI ltll'ERSIPEHF'OIIII!ERS--~~j,':
ceptlom; Suuthwe~t. UNM's publication elf fine art.
IJ'tcraturc nnd pl.'-rf,lrnune - Ml, li k~nking for
rr~pon~ibl<:, creative ~tudi.'nl'- to fill Slaff po,;iti,lm for
lhl' 1982 i~~tlt', All t)O~iti<lll<i are nml·paying, 'hut lot~
of prru::ticalcl!.pcrimc:! and tJ:aiJlitlg arc uv,)liR:bie. {·au
lt::~Hcat!!R4·5121.

H.·ll

JiA VI•: SOMKrHISG DiJ.}'t:Rgrn
~~".::llY- t'hm aJ~ tell it all.

tQ

sa)'?~~
-~~-~ .. 2::_3~

9. Las Noticias
ANYTHING EXOU."'G UAPJ'E~JN(O"' AdH'fll',c
your met·lm~. ~cl. tugl'ther or 1\Qt_nmnuhm in Lu<.
Nmkla;, for .to per WlHd.
7 '::IU
SA'fi!RhAY ;.rJ f'E.IAMs A-t~~ii7li4il:' ?oltlhm, i~~J
l.'ith Tlnnnprr f'"'r1'l11 !j;QO p.m.·l:!KI il.lll. t:NM
S.l.!.H. Hallwont Admh'>ion '$~.CHI ~wncral, $7 no
UNM l.Y.I. ;uu.l lJ (1f A 'illldenr~ h1r mmt• m-

~:~~~~l~~~Jt 277-649~

-,

lolal<•n o( Hand
India~

~-.d~~~

*

Jewelry
Ot.ai-JOWif

(:t.t_(/l(U ~~- ({m.l(r-

J

'7rii 6%:, %-u,p ,'iff.

,;l1;vtial ..ktr

Juj#'a

7. Travel
l NEED A ride to NashvmetMcmphis area, leaving
Albuquerque 8·10·81 • 8·13-81, ByrQn, work 2.68·
S697;- home 344--2618.
7130
GOfNG SOMEWHERE? SAVE a little money·"take
someon\: along. Advertise your ride in t11e Daily
Lobo.
1/16

8. Miscellaneous

~~

l()15C(t(t'JiW.H_f
A!Jlu!)I.(..:M: lia. 1110.
~rt T(llQII(! THEAll It

r;uu 2ti8<7023

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYI:ll • GR~ .BID· MAT
GMAT • DAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • SAT • CPA • TOEFL
MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPa I • NLE

~-tl. IUIPIIIN
EDUCATIOIML CENTER
Test Prepatalwn Spl:'r,~•rtll'":>l1
Smn~

1938

Fot lflf.tltmii!IDn, PJe,-,.;tJ Call

~--~o~··~~~~~-_.

TOOAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
i Soft drink
5 Mauled

50 Mineral
51 Doctrine
53 African coun·

100n- - :
Carousing
14 Mine

55 Batter
56 Inactive

entrance

61 Adam's

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved

try

15 - arundage
grandson
16 Thin: Comb. 62 Natlve
form
64 Booth
17 Maugham's 65 Roman dale
"The 66 Newts

-"

-r-------------------------,
I
I

teal Army- Nuvy ~lore. $04 Yale SE. 256..0000. 8/'A
iiOTF~.<:f:l'? lU:UtF Wilh our IOO pem,;nt ~·otton

6. Employment

PAINTER'S PANTS, MIUTARY shons, army
pants, sun hclnH:ts. aU at great prices, Kaufman's, ::t

5. For Sale

ro
-s:ao
3104 CENTRAL,SE MON-FRI

ACCURATE EXPERll':NC:£1> TYPIST. College or
legal papers. ('all thert:sa, 8S:'JM")112 ors&~·l181.

Fti:'TE TE"CHEU. ti.AIRE Sntith."255-3016.

fenced yard, AC, near campus, 8"15·81 to 5~30-82;
$300 lo $400/mo. Write Mlch;ie( Hamilton, 918
Akin, Ft. Collin;;, CO. 8.0.521. Send phone rmmber.
7/30
A BLOCK T6 UNM, one bedroom with sWimriling
pool, dishwasher, disposal, refrtgen!,ted air and cable
t.v. No children or pets. $230- uncludes ·urilities. 209
Columl;lia SE. cau .ZS5~268S.
i/30
FOR SALE: SIX fLEX, six two bedroom townhouse
apartments with firepla,aes, in UNM ar!,';a. Warehouse
underneath, owner maintained. Parents--buy this 11nd
ser\d your children to· college free, 247~6'724, 842·
0925.
8117
APARTMENT FOR R~NT-spacious,- ~ttract1ve,
:j:CCu-re, 3 blocks from campus, $HIS. 116, number Z-,
Maplo Sll, 243-1667,
7/30
ROOMMATES, THREE ULOCKS UNM. Large
house Qr .'JtUdto, n:nt negOli!J.bl~~ 242~3298.
8/25
WALK TO UNM- 1710 Coal Plaoe SE- $170/nto, hot
water and heM paid. Call 298·:2717 (days) -or 266.
2835, aftcr6 p.m.
7/30
IBR FURNISliED COTJ:,.GE. $185, plus utilities, I
blk to UNM, 884-8758.
713C
liOUSEMATE N£EDED, LARGE house with
prlvate bathroom AIC. ffrcpJ~c~. washer, pet5
allowed. ca1l.s77~43:S7, afu;r &·9·81, S125/roonth.
8/17

2 n d HAND CL0THES NEW~ use o
for WoMEN> Mr:N fi· CHILDREN

Editing, Steve f'-ox, 2:65·8675.

guatalltfCd. 2-47~9083.

2BR l'lJRNISHEO APAR'I'MHNT 1/2 blo~o:k from
~·am pus. 898-0921.
tfn
VISITING Ll{CTUlU:R NEEDS l-2BR hou.!.e,

THE
CATS
. MEOW

. .

3. Services

Ofu::ning, fteC t:Oil~llft::.li{\tl.q, li)~C t.'C!IIli!H! iw.:hC.~, fittn
lno~C' sJ.:in. tt1tn~ the body-ul\1t Iil'flllllnl.'nt hair

All Makes

FEMALE,

on·sHc

AOA •s 000\' WltAP omd F.lcctr(lly~i!! Clinir..·, grund

Expert Service-Parts-Accessories

indoor and outdoor heated pools, -men's and
wom,:n's sa.\lnas, jacuzzi, putting green 1 laundry
faeil!ties. Priced from $225/month. Excellent
location- SSl-8711.
8/17

plus. ha_lf utili lies. 247-2029.

A1 T\'P.IST.

ope

CAREFREE LIVING: ONE and twa -bedroom
apartment$. Fireplace,~, c-overed parkirtg, cable TV,

liOUSEII!Art: WANTED: •:XCF.U.ENT location
near UNM, Waflher, dryer, 135.00 plus. 256-7127,
898-8730.
7/30
ENORMOUS, Ql:lET TWO bedroom furnished
town house apnnrnent. UOO squ&re feet, storage 1
$3$0~ Uiililies paid, fW pets, children, 84~~09:25.
tfn
FOR RJ.;NT. Eri'tCIF..NC\· a~rtm~nt.-$lso/morith,
all UCititic~ paid; Air ~onditioned swimming pool,
lallndry fucilities. For more information contact
resident manag~r, 1410 Girard NE, ;!66-8392. 255·
6256, or 898-7S17.
tfn
"TrRACT!VE TWO ijWROOM furni<Jied
apartment, near UNM, $280/month, utilitieo& pa.id.
No pets, 440 Pri11ceton SE. 255•6131.
7/30
THE CI.TADEJ.-SlJl'ERD lo~tion ne"a-r UNM lind
downtown. nus servil;e every 30 minutes. l bedroom
or efficie:uy. from $20.5. All utilitie~ paid. DeluKe
kitchen with dlshwl\.dJer u.nct ~isposal, recreation
room, swilnrni•1g pool, TV room a.nd laundry. Adtllt
comple~, no pets. 1.520 University NE. 243·2494. 1fn
3RR FllRNISHED APAHTMF.NT, onl' half blod
fmm ~amrus, 89R·0921,
tfn
iWO OR F'OVR bedroom house~, Fensed,
fkeplaces, $365, $4:45, also.one bedroom apt. Clo.~e.
$1f:O. Red Rooster Renlty. 247-8647.
7 i:J.O

19 Savolr fain~
20. Private eye
21-and
don'ts
22 Resound
23 Charge
25 Expert
26 Portend
30 Lair
31 Sawbuck
34 Faithful

6'1' Time periods
68 Meeting
69 Flower
DOWN
1 Conveyances
2 Turkish
chamber

3 Ms. Mlnnelll
4 Particle
5 Went by
6 Salutation

carp

24 Whiskers
25 - code
26 Use TNT

27 Lubricator
360ver
7 Marriage:
28 Postcard cot38 Grippe
2 words
lecflng
39 Everywhere: 8 Rye disease 29 Setf-esteem
3words
9Stalns
31 Stalemate
42 Fixed
10 Abaft
32 Encomium
43 Totaled
11 Navigation
33 Finnish
44Big
aid: 2words
poems
45 Threesomes 12Chief
35 Dodge
47 Color
13 In-: au
37 Enoch 49 Letters
18 Red-eyed
40 Redactors:

Abbr.

41 Make lace
46 Springs
48 Stop
51 Small drum
52 Harbor boat
53 Blend
54 Wild ox
55 Rave
57 Wharf
58 Data
59 Acrobats of
tndla
60 Otherwise
63 Things: Law

I

I
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266-0550

7:00a.m.~

Across from
Johnson Gym

12:00 p.m.

Home of the latest in Broiled Food and the Homemade SweetroU

BREAKFAST
(Served with whole wheat toast, margerine & jelly)
No. 1 TWO EGGS, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns & toast .. , ....•.... , .........
No.2 TOWNE EEGGGG, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns & toast .. , .....................
No.3 . 0 . · S, hash browns & toast ..........................................
No.4 ONE EGG, hash browns & toast ..............................•.. · · . • . · • · · · ·
No.5 PANCAKES (4) ....................................•.........•..........
No.6 HUEVOS RANCHEROS, two eggs, beans, sauce, corn tortilla & toast ......•......
No.7 WESTERN OMlETTE, ............................•......................
three eggs, green chili & cheddar cheese, served with tomato, hash browns & toast
Free Cup of Coffee or Hot Tea Untilll a.m. With Any of The Above Breakfasts

$2.49
$1.99
$1.69
$1.25
$1.35
$1.99
$2.85

I
I
SIDE ORDERS
I Hash
French Fries ..... $.50 One Egg ........ $.50
Bacon, Ham, Sausage, or Beef Pattie ......•. $.75
Browns ...... 60 Pancake .......... 35
Salad with choice of Dressing ........... , .... 70
I Onion
Western Style ... 95 Toast&Jelly ...... 40
Extra Blue Cheese ....................... 15
Rings ....... 70 Jelly ...•......... 05
Tomatoes (3 slices) ........................ 15
............35 Crackers .......... 05
American or Cheddar Cheese ...•............ 20
I Beans
Ranchero Sauce (8 oz.) •.••••.•••...•-••..• 50Green-Chili or Chili Con Carne (1 Oz.) . : .••••••• 15
1
I
Take Out on All Items
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

HAMBURGERsaladdre~~.~!~~!:.;~n~n&Iettuce

No.1
....... $1.25
No. 2 CHEESEBURGER same as above with cheddar cheese . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1.40
No. 3 BONANZA double meat, American cheese, thousand island, tomato, onion & lettuce ••••••• 2.1 0
No. 4 FIESTA BURGER chili con carne or green chili, cheddar cheese, onion & lettuce •••••••• 1.45
No. 5 FLAME BURGER hickory smoke sauce, onion & leftuce •......•..•... 1.20
No. 6 COPYCAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, & onion .....•..•............. 1.20

SANDWICHES
GRILLED CHEESE on whole wheat with American cheese, lettuce & tomato .•.
HAM,. LETTUCE & TOMATO on whole wheat with salad dressing ...........
BACON, LETTUCE & TOMATO same as above .......•••.•.......•...••
EGG, LETTUCE & TOMATO same as above ......•............•........

$.85
1.35
1.35
1.05

I
I
I
I
I

·1
~·

I'

I
I

I

I
I1
I
II
I
I
II
,.
·

I
No. 7TACOmeat,cheese,lettuce&tomato ...........................• $.75
I
No. 8 CHALUPA beans, cheese, lettuce & tomato ...........•.....•........65
No. 9 ENCHILADAS served with lettuce & tomato ....•..........•......•. 2.19
1·
BEEF with Chili Con Carne, cheddar cheese & onion
CHEESE with GREEN CHILl STEW, cheddar cheese & onion
I
I
VEGETARIAN with GREEN CHILl, cheddar cheese & onion
II
MEXICAN COMBO enchilada, taco & beans • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . • . . • 1.99
I
GREEN CHILl STEW cup (6 oz.) bowl (1 0 oz.) ............... c~!
;?..;!,
I
I
PLATTERS
I
.
6
TOP CHOP STEAK
$2.69
I
FRONTIER BURGER SPECIAL
2.19
1
5 oz. RIB EYE STEAK-USDA Choice
3.99
I
CHEF SALAD
2.59
1
I
VEGETARIAN SAlAD
2.39
1
I
DRINKS
1
COFFEE ... , ........ , .. , .... , .. $.29 .35 .45 SOFT DRINKS
$.40 .50 .65 .
I HOTSpiced
TEA ..•.....................29 .35 .45 ICE TEA ............•............35 .50 .60 1
or herbal tea .. , . . . • . . . . . . .35 .40 .45 LEMONADE .•....•.•.........•...........70
I. HOTCHOCOlATEorAPPLECIDER ,40 .50 .65 JUICE
~45 .60 .85 I
I MILK ....•.•... , ••..........•........40 .70
50 .75 .95
1
I
ROLL .62
6 ..pack frozen rolls 2.99
I
~----------------------~-~
MEXICAN FOOD

OZ.

Ground round, Telias to;>st, French fries or hash browns with salad • ••••••
Hickory smoke sauce, cheese, 1000 island, onion, French fries & salad
Texas toast, French fries or hash browns with salad ••••••
with choice of dressing, lettuce, tomato, cheddar cheese, ham & egg •• • •••• • •
lettuce,tomato,cheddarcheese&eggs ••••••••••••••••••

5<eol<offo•«fill•

coke, dr. pepper & 1 up ••••

orange,apple,tomato&grapefruit •••••

SHAKESchocolate,strawberry&vanilla ••••••••

